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paper, all authors must attest to the work being their own and that The Compass has their
permission to publish.
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recommend acceptance, acceptance with revisions, or rejection. The decision will then be
communicated to the submitter along with any changes that may be required.
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Foreword
There are many university publications, several with student authors or co-authors. The Compass is a
particularly significant publication. This publication is created from student submissions, selected by
student editors, edited by student editors and the student authors, and compiled by student publishers.
The other remarkable aspect of The Compass is the diversity of content. The issue contains pieces using
methods of laboratory research, historical analysis, and political perspectives. We will read poetry and art
history, and consider Hilda Doolittle.
As our popular press discusses the value of a college education, sometimes in negative terms, The Compass
shows us that undergraduate students have published an online magazine of high quality. This magazine is
not limited to one discipline or one idea. It is the breadth of high-level thinking that makes it a remarkable
instance of a project exemplifying a college education. Both the writers and the editors have worked on
creative tasks that go far beyond routine assignments. In addition, the publication of a magazine requires
intentional collaboration among the members of the editorial staff. The sharing of ideas in pursuit of the
community goal is an activity that grows out of a college education. In effect, the publication board created
an alliance of mentors and practitioners sharing similar ideas.
Arcadia University is most proud of The Compass, its student editors and student writers.
Dr. Barbara F. Nodine
Provost
Vice President for Academic Affairs
provost@arcadia.edu
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In Search of the Mother Goddess: Native
Sculptures of Archaic Sicily
By Michael Lee, Bates College

When researching sculptures during the Archaic period in the 6th-5th Century BC, the literature focuses
specifically on Greek sculptures. This is because of the large variety of Greek sculptures across Sicily varying
in artistic ability and symbolic meaning. There is also a greater knowledge of the Greek culture, which leads
to more interest in the life of the Greek Sicilians. This is due to Greece’s colonization of Sicily, which brought
an influx of art and culture that was deemed superior to the native Sicilians’. This concentration on the Greek
culture has caused the culture and art of the Sicels, the native people inhabiting Sicily at the time of the arrival
of Greeks, to be unintentionally neglected. This is mostly because there are very few known statues that are
archaeologically significant. Through few statues remain, there is still more to learn from them about the
religion, artistic ability, and culture of the Natives, who did not left behind any kind of written documents.

Historical Context & Case Study

The majority of native statues come from the southeast portion of the island of Sicily. This includes the areas
of Catania, Megara Hyblaea, and Syracuse in the 6th-5th centuries BC. These areas are at the crossroads of
Corinthian, Chalcidian, and Megarian colonial expansions.1 In the areas depicted in Figure 1 there was a strong
relationship between the Natives and the Greeks, which allowed for the transfer of ideas including art and
sculpting.
Greek sculpture of the Archaic period, ranging from 600 BC to 480 BC, was defined by the Kouroi and
Korai, which were sculptures that represented young men and women. The Kouroi and Korai were some of

Figure 1. Map of Sicily with indication of the places cited in the text.

Giovanni Pugliese Carratelli, “An Outline of the Political History of the Greeks in the West,” in The Western Greeks: Classical
Civilization in the Western Mediterranean, ed. Giovanni Pugliese Carratelli (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1996).
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the first large scale representations of human life made into a 3-D sculpture. These sculptures, however, were a
poor representation of human life. This was because the Greeks were skilled at creating side profiles of a human
face but did not know how to properly present the front view. Instead, they would try to link together the two
side views through a series of arcs. This resulted in an attribute that is totally unique to the Archaic Period, the
“Archaic Smile”. These types of coping techniques were ultimately led to the abandonment of Greek Archaic
Period Sculptures.2
On the other hand, the native sculptures produced in the same period seem to have been influenced by the
Greeks of Sicily. These sculptures were extremely different in artistic style, meaning, and capabilities. This
will be demonstrated for the cases of the so-called Kourotrophoi (breast feeding women) of Megara Hyblaea,
Terravecchia di Grammichele and Piana di Catania.
The Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea
The Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea (Fig. 2) was made out of limestone and found in over 300 pieces in a
temple that was made for the Sicels.3 When it was
found, it was thought to be an impossible project
to reconstruct, so it was almost thrown away.
Luckily, an archaeological scholar reconstructed the
whole Kourotrophos with the exception of the
head, which was not salvageable. A Kourotrophos
is defined as the “manifestation of the mother- or
nursing-principle, or both as she enjoys special
cults, rites, and offerings.”4 Usually, Kourotrophos
refers to a Greek sculpture, but Archeologist
Theodora Price claimed the Native sculpture
could also be a Kourotrophos. Since the statue
depicts a woman who is breastfeeding two
children, Price’s5 claim is undeniably correct.
Figure 2. The reconstructed Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea
nursing two children (Michael Lee). Front view (left) and side view (right)
Scholars have debated whether or not these
children are twins. It is said that this particular
sculpture was developed for the Sicel goddess Nyx (the Night) who is depicted holding and breastfeeding “Sleep”
and “Death.”6 However, there have been almost no other scholars who have found evidence to support this claim.
The story of this statue is still to be determined.
Terravecchia di Grammichele
This sculpture (Fig. 3) was made out of clay and developed in the 6th century BC. Scholars believe it was found in

R. Panvini and L. Sole. La Sicilia in età arcaica. Dalle apoikiai al 480 a.C. (Palermo, Regione Siciliana, 2009).; Nigel Spivey, Greek
Sculpture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013).
3
Holloway, R. Ross. “Early Greek Sicily.” In The Archaeology of Ancient Sicily, ed. Ross R. Holloway. (London: Routledge, 1991).
4
Price, Theodora Hadzisteliou. “Introduction,” in Kourotrophos: Cults and Representations of the Greek Nursing Deities, ed. Theodora
Hadzisteliou Price (Leiden: Brill, 1978).
5
Ibid., 2.
6
Holloway, The Archaeology of Ancient Sicily, 81-82.
2
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a small Native village near Grammichele.7 Giovanni Rizza and
Ernesto De Miro provide one of the only interpretations of the
statue from Grammichele, identifying it as a representation of
a “mother” goddess sitting on a throne.8
The Piana di Catania
Less information is actually known about this unpublished
piece in display at the Archaeological Museum of Catania (Fig.
4). All that is known is that it was crafted during the Archaic
Period by a Sicel artisan and it is made out of clay. From an
Figure 3. Terravecchia di Grammichele a front (left)
observational standpoint, the figure seems to have some type
and side view (right) (Michael Lee).
of article of clothing that is squeezing the breasts together.
This, coupled with the nipples showing could indicate the figure in the model is trying to nurse with the highest
possible efficiency.

Comparing the cases study: in search of the mother goddess

Though these three statues seem very different, their mysterious nature and similarities indicate they could
actually be representing a fairly similar deity. This section will provide interpretations and comparisons of each
statue as well as a discussion on two small Greek statues and their relevance to the kourotrophoi and Native
statues. I argue that the evidence indicates the possibility that these statues were all representing a similar
goddess in the native region.
In regard to the Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea, at some point there also must have been a story to accompany
this statue. According to Franco De Angelis, the statue was located on top of a tomb, as to imitate the Greek
practice of placing Kouroi and Korai statues over the Archaic burials.9 In this case it is possible that the person
buried in this particular tomb could have been a native minister of the cult of
the mother goddess. The statue would have then emphasized the importance
of this individual thus providing an example of religious native funerary rituals
that date back to the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age of Sicily.
Sadly, the sculpture’s head could not be reconstructed making it almost
unidentifiable and there is no real evidence pointing to the myth behind
this deity. Regardless, the myth must have been fundamental to the Sicel
population. Many other Native sculptures, that will be discussed shortly, depict
a woman who seems to symbolize motherhood or nursing, but almost no other
case depict a woman nursing two children who seem to be twins.
Figure 4. The Piana di Catania, a
bust of a possible Native Sicilian
deity (Michael Lee).

The native sacred area was put in Megara Hyblaea more or less as a friendly
reminder that the land was given to them by the Natives. The woman in the
statue could depict the fertility of the land, native women, or nature in general,

Panvini and Sole, “La Sicilia in età arcaica. Dalle apoikiai al 480 a.C.”, 220.
Rizza, G., De Miro, E. “Le arti figurative dalle origini al V secolo a.C.” Sikanie. Storie e civiltà della Sicilia greca, ed. Giovanni Pugliese
Carratelli (Milano: Garzanti, 1986).
9
Franco De Angelis, Megara Hyblaia and Selinous: The Development of Two Greek City-States in Archaic Sicily (Oxford: University of
Oxford Press 264).
7
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but the main concept in all of these explanations is the presence of a deity giving life. This statue could then
be a representation of one of the Sicels’ most valued deities symbolically giving them life. This would explain
one of the children. Using this same logic the other child could be the representation of the Megarians. This
theory proposes that there is a constant reminder that the Native deity not only gave the Sicels life, it also gave
the Megarians life. As such, I interpret the temple and the statue as a symbolic reminder to the Megarians that
they should respect the Sicels as well as their deity. This would help explain the extremely unique case of the
Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea.
It is also important to emphasize that the concept of twins has a long tradition in Sicilian prehistory and native
history. Noteworthy is the bronze figurine depicted two twins dated back to the end of the 8th century BC, found
in the native settlement of
Licodia Eubea.10 Also, within
the religion of the Greeks of
Sicily the Paliokoi, the twin gods
of geysers and sons of Mount
Aetna and Zeus, were believed to
be the Hellenized version of an
unknown native divine couple.11
When observing the statue from
Terravecchia di Grammichele,
the deity’s hand placement looks
strange, but familiar. Sole Panvini
stated, “…la mano sinistra aperta
e la destra chiusa a pugno, quasi
per sostenere qualcosa.”12 This
Figure 5. a-b) Diagram showing the similarities in and placement of the Kourotrophos and
roughly translates to, “The left
Statue of Grammichele; c) Grammichele statue where the left shoulder is leaning slightly
hand is open and the right is
back and the lap region seems slightly concave (author’s graphic elaboration).
closed in a fist, almost as if it
were for support.” The scratch marks across the chest indicate that something missing in the statue, something
there before that is no longer there now. My hypothesis is that this something could have been, at some point, a
child, since the hand placement is almost identical to the Kourotrophos’. The only difference is there would have
been only one child. The natives may not have known how to properly depict the other hand, so they depicted
it as a fist (Fig. 5a-b). This particular type of coping technique is not necessarily new for the Archaic period.
The Greeks would do this in order to eliminate the sculpting of difficult hand positions. The only thing I would
add to the previously mentioned description of the Statue of Grammichele is that the left shoulder is also tilted
slightly back as if to support a head of a child (Fig. 5c). Since Megara Hyblaea was a very unique historical case
in which the Sicels gave land to the Greeks, they needed two children. This would not have been the case for
Grammichele so just one child would have been represented.
The statue reportedly found in the Piana di Catania is culturally, much easier to compare to the Kourotrophos

V. La Rosa, “Bronzetti indigeni della Sicilia,” Cronache di Archeologia 7 (1968): 7-136.
Fabio Caruso, “Passage to Tartarus, pillar of the sky. Images of myths and legends in the Etnean region.” in In Ima Tartar. The prehistory
and legends of the etnean caves, eds. F. Privitera, V. La Rosa. (Palermo: Regione Siciliana, 2007).
12
Panvini and Sole, “La Sicilia in età arcaica. Dalle apoikiai al 480 a.C.”, 220.
10
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of Megara Hyblaea. This is because, like previously stated, the sculpture is wearing something around its
breasts with the nipples showing. This would indicate that there is a strong need for nursing. Though this
particular sculpture is just a bust, by portraying it in this manner it develops the same symbolic meaning as the
Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea and the Statue of Grammichele which is the “manifestation of the mother- or
nursing-principle, or both…”13
A little more information can be scavenged from the location of this particular piece. Piana di Catania simply
means the countryside of Catania. With no known Native settlements in this area, it can be assumed that this
particular sculpture may have belonged to a rural Native cult. If this is true, this tells us something about the
natives in this area as a whole. The same types of qualities, in this case fertility, were being worshipped no matter
what the Native settlement was or what the deity looked
like. The idea of fertility must have been instrumental to
worship and important in the lives of all Natives in this
area.
In search of comparisons for the three Native sculptures
discussed above, it is possible to focus on two similar
clay statuettes of Greek kourotrophoi, the chronology of
which is later than the Native pieces: the Kourotrophos
of Camarina (Fig. 6)14 and and that from the Biscari
Collection at Catania (Fig. 7).15
The fact that these statuettes came after the Native statues
of Megara Hyblaea, Piana di Catania, and Grammichele
is a fairly puzzling circumstance. There is at least
one possible explanation. It is possible that the Greeks
Figure 6. Greek Kourotrophos Figure 7. Another Greek
created a proper statue of a Kourotrophos in a real
Statuette, from Camarina
Kourotrophos Statuette, from
(Panvini – Sole 2009).
Biscari Collection (Panvini –
scale of which we no longer have evidence. This would
Sole 2009).
insinuate that the three Native statues were an imitation
of an original Greek statue, as the character portrayed
was compatible with a goddess of their pantheon. In other words, it means that the Greeks and Natives depicted
the same type of deity around the same time, but in a different artistic manner. More than likely ideas would
have been exchanged between the Natives and the Greeks about the same deity, these ideas would have then been
portrayed in the artwork of both cultures. Whatever the reason may be, there is a particular Greek and Native
interest in the depiction of kourotrophoi.
Within this depiction, whether it be Greek or Native, the same motifs are recycled. The most relevant for this
case study is that the child is on the left side. This standard would then further confirm the peculiar hand
positioning of the Statue of Grammichele. The child in the Statue of Grammichele would not have been depicted
facing away with its arms straight down as in the Kourotrophos of Camarina (Fig.6).16 It more than likely would

Price, Kourotrophos: Cults and Representations of the Greek Nursing Deities, 2.
Panvini and Sole,“La Sicilia in età arcaica. Dalle apoikiai al 480 a.C.”, 230 (VI/162).
15
Ibid., 402 (TA/38).
16
Ibid., 230 (VI/162).
13
14
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have been depicted like the Kourotrophos of Catania (Fig. 7)17 with one arm across the chest of the deity, which
would explain the scratches across the chest of the Statue of Grammichele.

Conclusive remarks

Even though the Greeks were gaining total control of a majority of Sicily, some areas maintained relationships
with the Natives. It is evident that the Natives in these areas became increasingly more Hellenized during and
after the colonization of Sicily. This is seen in the development of the ethnic category that scholars call the
“Siceliots”. The Siceliots are the product of the mixture of Greeks and Natives after generations. The result was
something neither Greek nor Sicel. This was the beginning of a new ethnic group and territory in which the
Native culture began to “disappear.”18
The literature suggests Kourotrophos of Megara Hyblaea, Archeologist Ross R. Holloway also states that “…
this [is a] simple expression of maternal eternity…”19 Holloway’s statement overlooks the fact that symbolic
meaning of ancient architecture, sculpture, or art can never be thought of as a “simple expression” of any sort.
When sculptures were made during the Archaic Period, the person, place, or thing being depicting was either
highly valued by society or valued enough by a rich individual that large sums of money were worth making it
symbolically immortal. From an archeological perspective it would not make sense for a sculpture made in the
Archaic Period to be a simple expression of “maternal eternity.”Holloway’s statement is the embodiment of the
Native Sicilian neglect archaeologists are going through today.
In the Archaic Period, the friendly relationships between the Natives and Greeks resulted in beautiful and
rare art. This is because the Native attraction to the Greek culture produced a short period in which there was
a particular Native impulse to create sculptures. Statues, such as those in the case study, must continue to be
investigated in order to discover more about the lives of the Natives. This could be the key to starting up the
conversation about Sicilian natives within the field of Archaeology, especially in regards to their culture.

Panvini and Sole,“La Sicilia in età arcaica. Dalle apoikiai al 480 a.C.”, 230 (TA/38).
Dwight Cartwright, Historical Commentary on Thucydides (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1997).
19
Holloway, The Archaeology of Ancient Sicily, 91.
17
18
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Mirror, Mirror: A Psychoanalytical
Interpretation of Olive Schreiner’s New Woman
By Angela Chui, Arcadia University

Olive Schreiner situates The Story of an African Farm in a fractured world comprised of drought-stricken earth,
splintering religion, inaccessible education, and shattered familial units. Within an existentialist backdrop,
Schreiner immediately foregrounds her protagonist’s pursuit of meaningfulness through a concept of universal
interconnectedness. Even as a child, Lyndall keenly perceives the inherent flaws of the broken society in which
she lives; and her childhood experiences on the farmstead define her revolutionary identity as the Victorian
New Woman. Lyndall’s physical and intellectual maturation can be examined through the psychoanalytical lens
of Jacques Lacan’s pivotal essay, “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I Function.” Although Lacan’s theory
chronicles the development of an infant’s psyche, a symbolic interpretation renders it applicable to Lyndall,
the embryonic New Woman, whose growth represents humankind’s next step on the evolutionary ladder. In
accordance with Lacan’s theory, young Lyndall learns to recognize her unique identity within her fragmented
society as she begins her quest for a valuable sense of wholeness. Lyndall’s trailblazing convictions and desire
for an innate and transcendent sameness in all living things take root in the formative stage of her childhood
and allow her to challenge social injustice as an adult. For Lyndall, childhood is not merely a time of physical
maturation; it also serves as a symbolic period of spiritual and evolutionary growth that defines her progressive
crusade as the New Woman.
The influence of the mirror stage and the concept of the “ideal-I,” or imago, manifest in Lyndall’s fascination
with her specular image and the fierce magnificence of her reflected eyes. According to Lacan, it is through
the examination of the duplicate, specular-self that a child comes to interpret one’s “own body, and the persons
and even things around him.”1 A child identifies how it understands itself and its environment through this
process. One establishes imago, or an idealized understanding of oneself as seemingly autonomous and whole,
by studying the specular-self. For Lyndall, the struggling New Woman, the mirror reflects her ultimate goal:
a brilliant vision of a female that is fully independent, empowered, and unrestrained by the social and gender
restrictions that cage many Victorian women. Even as a child, Lyndall recognizes the injustice of her social
environment, but in her ideal-I she finds the will to resist. Lyndall’s mirror-model of autonomous femininity
manifests at an early age and bolsters her rebellious will when it falters. The eyes of her specular-self “had looked
at her ever since she could remember, when it was but a small child’s face over a blue pinafore.”2 As she gazes
into a handheld mirror, she tells herself, “We are not afraid, you and I; we are together; we will fight, you and
I.”3 Lyndall’s childhood glimpse of unfettered femininity continues to burn brightly within her as she fights to
establish human equality and unity.
Lyndall privileges knowledge as the chief source of self-fulfillment and the agent of change capable of
transforming her specular image into reality. The young Lyndall tells Em, her cousin, “There is nothing helps
in this world…but to be very wise, and to know everything—to be clever…When I am grown up…there will
be nothing that I do not know.”4 Lyndall longs to leave the stifling farm and embark upon a regime of rigorous
study; she keenly feels the stinging helplessness of “the barb in the arrow of childhood’s suffering…its intense
ignorance.”5 Knowledge attained through education and experience constitutes a valuable component of both
Jacques Lacan, Ecritus: A Selection, trans. Bruce Fink (New York: W.W.Norton & Company, 2002), 3.
Olive Schreiner, The Story of an African Farm (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 210.
3
Ibid., 252.
4
Ibid., 12.
5
Ibid., 9.
1
2
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Lacan’s formation of self and Lyndall’s ethos. Lacan notes that comprehension of language shapes function and
identity when one transcends the developmental orders. He writes, “The sufferings of neurosis and psychosis
provide us schooling in the passions of the soul.”6 Lyndall discovers that books, while certainly effective
educational tools, “do not tell everything”7 and cannot always illuminate the “passions of the soul.” Psychological
and spiritual stimulations constitute immersive experiences that can also yield great knowledge. Lyndall
appreciates academia, but she also asserts, “I like experience, I like to try.”8 From childhood to adulthood, Lyndall
finds value in both the esoteric and the everyday. Indeed, when Lyndall does finally enroll in finishing school,
it fails to satisfy her hunger, so she crafts her own curriculum by fusing both methods of attaining knowledge.
She says, “I bought books and newspapers, and at night I sat up. I read, and epitomized what I read; and I found
time to write some plays…I made acquaintances, saw a few places, and many people, and some different ways of
living, which is more than any books can show one.”9 Lyndall nurtures her imago by seeking valuable literature,
thinking critically, and exercising her soul with artistic endeavors and valuable encounters with other worldviews
and modes of living. Robin Hackett writes, the New Woman “passionately sought education” and describes the
youthful Lyndall as a figure of burgeoning strength, independence, and defiance.10 Lyndall’s expanding education
fuels her assumption of the ideal-I; knowledge contributes to her self-actualization and bestows nuance upon her
journey toward social revolution.
Although Lyndall believes that education can enable social change and inspire women to seek self-actualization,
such radical vicissitudes cannot be accomplished by one person alone, no matter how dedicated. Both Schreiner’s
novel and Lacan’s theory recognize an innate desire for belonging and interconnectedness among all living
things. Lacan’s notion of “homeomorphic identification” posits that an identification with a larger whole is
essential, not only for humans, but for all beings, from pigeons to locusts.11 However, Lacan reveals that the
completeness a child feels when he or she believes himself or herself to be inextricable from the mirror-self is
false and fleeting. The child must then seek a shadow of the oneness they felt when united with their mirrorself; this new oneness found by abandoning the “specular-I” and “turn[ing] into the social-I.”12 As a young girl,
Lyndall adheres to Lacan’s principles of “gestalt” and “total body,” the period during which the child believes it
is one with its potent mirror-image, or, in Lyndall’s case, that her ideal-I is at least attainable. Dominant culture,
as represented by self-serving Blenkins or materialistic Tant’ Sannie, threaten Lyndall’s vision of the empowered
feminine. However, Lyndall meets such hurdles with vows such as, “When…I am strong, I will hate everything
that has power, and help everything that is weak,” and “We will not be children always; we shall have power too,
some day.”13 The reflection of her idealized self tells her, “I am not afraid of the world—I will fight the world.”14
Youthful Lyndall’s comments echo her imago’s assurance that she can overcome any adversary with no ally but
herself.
Lyndall’s rejection of social conventions contradicts Lacan’s assertion that culture demonstrates “a utilitarian
function” for those who have entered the symbolic order. In other words, society endows such individuals with
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a sense of belonging after the “authentic” wholeness of infancy has been stripped away.15 Lyndall encounters a
predicament at this phase of symbolic development. Her society fails to mete out the greatest good to the greatest
number; it privileges a select few—namely the white, wealthy, European patriarchs—and women have no
significant place within this patrimonial structure. In fact, strict gender roles make female “souls so compressed
that they would have fitted into a small thimble, and found room to move there—wide room.”16 Lyndall’s
mimetic-self, the vision of unshackled womanhood, contradicts every ideology championed by her society.
Lyndall’s ever-broadening education, both academic and empirical, leads her to the bleak revelation that her
longed-for power remains unattainable. At this stage, she faces Lacan’s concept of the “fragmented body,” or the
recognition of the irreconcilable division between the specular and real selves. Lyndall simply has not been born
in a time period that permits female actualization, equality, and access. As a young adult, she fittingly relates
the subjugation of women to a hideously disfigured body. She states, “the parts we are not to use have been
quite atrophied, and have even dropped off…we wear the bandages, but our limbs have not grown to them.”17
Conforming to such a culture that pigeonholes women would be corrosive to Lyndall and her New Womanhood.
Therefore, she is forced to forge her own version of wholeness, even as cultural norms and institutions press in
on her and her goals appear increasingly more divergent from reality.
Lyndall’s adult education exposes her to the bitter realities of nineteenth century womanhood and forces her
to reexamine her ability to transform her childhood ideal into reality. During her finishing school tenure, she
witnesses firsthand “how little space a human soul can be crushed.”18 Women, Lyndall discovers, “have power;
and since we are not to expend it in tunneling mountains, nor healing diseases, not making laws, nor money,
not on any extraneous object, we expend it on [men].”19 Instead of enjoying the performance of meaningful
work, nineteenth-century norms permit women to employ themselves solely by amusing and attracting men.
Christine Haskill writes, “Lyndall demonstrates the frustration of a woman who cannot find a suitable outlet
for her passions, ambitions, and talents—who cannot find new forms of work. Lyndall discovers that woman’s
only power, only sphere of work, is as a lover, wife, or mother.”20 Lyndall’s revelations leave her horrified and
heartsick, and as she contemplates the work required to stimulate gender reform, “over [her]small face came
the weary look.”21 Lyndall’s reaction serves as a painful expression of Lacan’s fragmented body concept. Not
only is she mentally and emotionally exhausted from her fight against the dominion of the patriarchy, the word
“small” emphasizes the vastness of her lonely endeavor. For the first time, Lyndall doubts her ability to bring her
specular-inspired aspirations of feminine equality and access into fruition.
Lyndall’s period of formal education inspires her to reevaluate her notion of spiritual and social wholeness. Ruth
Knechtel acknowledges that Lyndall does not actively contemplate Waldo’s new-transcendentalist ethos of the
Universal Whole; instead, Lyndall espouses her own perception of “oneness” through a shared notion of human
“sameness.”22 According to Lacan, “The very normalization of…maturation is henceforth dependent in man
on cultural intervention.”23 However, Lyndall’s culture severely undermines women through such institutions
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as marriage, the cult of domesticity, and “finishing” schools. She espouses the notion that true human
interconectedness cannot exist unless gender binaries and boundaries are eradicated. Lyndall’s quest for social
reform now requires her to “[break] down the narrow walls that hold me in.”24 Lyndall further explains to the
attentive Waldo, “We all enter the world little plastic beings…and the world tells us what we are to be, and shapes
us by the ends it sets before us. To you it says—Work; and to us it says—Seem!”25 Lyndall keenly observes that
both sexes are born with the same authentic potential and without the fabricated, socially-defined distinctions
later forced upon them. Yet, men are encouraged to actively flourish and mold the world while female growth
is viciously pruned. Lyndall remarks upon the innate sameness shared between male and female that exists
outside of the influences of enforced social customs. She states, “We were equals once when we lay new-born
babes on our nurse’s knees. We will be equals again when they tie up our jaws for the last sleep.”26 The manifesto
that Lyndall shares with Waldo establishes her doctrine of equality. Lyndall did not yet grasp the damaging
extent of gender roles when she crafted her imago in childhood. As an adult, she recognizes that women must
seek autonomy and that society must be forced to change in order to grant women the room to spiritually and
intellectually expand their inner lives.
While Lyndall’s dual value of individuality and oneness seem contradictory, in actuality, they coincide. In order
to benefit and participate in the universal whole of humanity, one must be able to maintain personal awareness
and think critically for oneself. Knechtel writes, “Just as the branches of blood vessels in the gander are repeated
in the share and outline of the thorn tree…so too are all human beings connected in such a way that should elide
traditional dualisms such as gender used by those who preach inequality.”27 For Lyndall, neither wholeness nor
personal identification can be found by conforming to the corrupt society around her; instead, Lyndall must
continue working to realize her ideal, which now includes the natural equality of humanity, in hopes that a day
will come when “to be a born a woman is not to be born branded.”28
The institutions of motherhood and marriage, in particular, jeopardize Lyndall’s pursuit of her goals and threaten
to eradicate her identity. Lyndall explains, “Marriage for love is the beautifullest external symbol of the union of
souls; marriage without it is the uncleanliest traffic that defiles the world.”29 Marriage does not appeal to Lyndall;
she does not share the same values of her “utilitarian” and “normalizing” culture. She announces, “I am not in
so great a hurry to put my neck beneath any man’s foot; and I do not greatly admire the crying of babies…There
are other women glad of such work.”30 According to Lyndall, the work of domesticity and maternity is unsuitable
work for some women, and such tasks should not be required of those who wish otherwise. Lyndall, despite her
personal proclivities, does not reject the institution of marriage itself, so long as the nuptials are based in love
between equal partners. Such marriages, however, seem virtually nonexistent in her society; the lack of perfect
unions is demonstrated by Lyndall’s stranger, the unnamed father of her baby. Since he is unnamed, he can
serve as a proxy for any and every man. Wedding the stranger would mean she would be “tied,” “held fast,” or
“mastered” by a man in a conventional nineteenth-century marriage. The stranger demands that Lyndall become
his “little wife” and “give yourself entirely to me.” 31
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Every facet of Lyndall’s long-cherished imago—her dream of feminine autonomy, access, equality, and human
oneness—would irreparably shatter if she sacrificed her whole being to the stranger. Therefore, Lyndall “rebels
against the conventions of proper [Victorian] femininity by refusing to marry the man who is the father of her
child. She expresses her sexuality, but will not be forced by convention to marry without love.”32 Yet, although she
refuses to marry, the relationship indirectly undermines Lyndall through the birth of their child. Her feelings for
her daughter are polluted for two reasons: the union between Lyndall and the stranger is an imperfect one, and
Lyndall did not choose motherhood. Lyndall tellingly says, “I did not love it; its father was not my prince; I did
not care for it; but it was so little.”33 Her domineering and misogynistic stranger is certainly not a compassionate
prince who would support Lyndall’s proto-feminist message. Further, she dehumanizes her daughter by referring
to the infant as “it.” She does ask Gregory Rose to cover the baby’s grave and writes in the aborted letter to the
stranger, “I will always love you for the sake of what lay by me those three hours,” but her inability to consider
the infant a human and not an “it” suggests she has difficulty accepting the offspring of a union in which the man
feels he must “rule” the woman. 34 The inequality between genders ruptures Lyndall’s desire for oneness, both her
larger vision of universal human interrelation and the smaller connectedness of the family unit.
Ultimately, the forced domesticity that results from Lyndall’s unplanned maternity leads to her defeat. Her
illness and immobility, compounded by the emotional strain of her unwanted maternity, render her incapable
of continuing to wage her battle against the norms of society. Bedridden and weakened from her excruciating
labor, Lyndall’s physical decay forces her into the role of a helpless and passive trope of femininity. Her mind
sinks into a lethargic fog and her body grows weak and swollen with a lack of exercise, echoing her earlier
comparison to the atrophied body of the female trapped in the domestic sphere. Only with the help of Gregory
Rose, the Englishman hired to farm Tant’ Sannie’s land who disguises himself as a female nurse, is Lyndall
capable of escaping the stifling environment of the stranger’s house and rally her warrior spirit for the final time.
Looking glass in hand, she derives great motivation, strength, and comfort from her mirror-image during the
few remaining minutes of her life. When Lyndall is freed from the fetters of patriarchy, including her forced
domesticity and the presence of the oppressive stranger, “The old clear intellect awoke from its long torpor…
The old strong soul gathered itself together for the last time,” and “The soul, clear and unclouded, looked forth”
from the mirror.35 Social institutions and gender roles can no longer apply to her. Reality and mirror selves blur
for Lyndall as she hovers on the edge of death, and she reclaims a vestige of her empowering gestalt-imago. She
says, “We are not afraid, you and I; we are together. We will fight, you and I.”36 For a brief moment, as she presses
her stiffening fingers against the glass and symbolically unites with her ideal-I, Lyndall is once again whole.
Death comes peacefully, and her face shines with “beauty and tranquility.”37 In her final moments, Lyndall’s real
and mirror selves fuse, and she once again believes herself capable of accomplishing any goal and trusts that her
lonely labor will bear fruit.
One could argue that Lyndall’s death results from her inability to fully separate herself from her childhood
ideal-I and her refusal to move smoothly through the developmental orders and integrate herself within society.
However, Lyndall’s death can be understood more fully in conjunction with the allegory of the hunter, the tale a
wandering man interprets from Waldo’s etching. Lyndall and her evolutionary counterpart, Waldo, perish, but
Tant’ Sannie’s unhealthy girth and her “pudding-faced, weak-eyed child” suggest that the line of her materialistic
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society can continue no further, either.38 Like the hunter, Lyndall “strives to embark on a path toward freedom
and equality, but she struggles….Lyndall’s valuable failure offers readers the possibility to attend to her call
for feminist strength and the work for equality, even if she fails to achieve those goals herself.”39 Lyndall’s fight
against the world results in a bittersweet ending; in death, Lyndall’s mission lives on, and she helps plant the
possibility for a better tomorrow in her cousin Em and Gregory Rose. By the novel’s conclusion, both Em
and Gregory Rose are transformed into nurturers who support their loved ones unconditionally, even when
those loved ones harbor radical and revolutionary principles. Gregory Rose, who once vowed, “If I had a wife
with pride, I’d make her give it up, sharp. I don’t believe in a man who can’t make a woman obey him,” learns
gentleness and compassion from his tenure as Lyndall’s nurse.40 His name, a hybrid between the masculine
“Gregory” and more feminine “Rose,” suggest a possibility for balance between the extremes of Victorian
concepts of masculinity and femininity. Similarly, Em radiates goodness; she accepts and adores both Waldo and
Lyndall regardless of their radical views, and even serves her loved ones milk, a universal symbol of maternal
care. Em and Gregory Rose are not great thinkers or activists like Lyndall, but their impending marriage and
potential progeny harbor the seeds of hope. Together, Em and Gregory Rose can create a more accepting and
nourishing climate for the new generation of New Women and Men.
A psychoanalytical evaluation of Lyndall grants insight into her brilliant psyche and her methods as she journeys
down the thorny path of New Womanhood. Her childhood development in the mirror-stage allows her to define
her understanding of herself, the aspirations she seeks to achieve throughout her lifetime, and her vision of
women’s evolutionary future. Lyndall fiercely strives to bring her goal of female social, intellectual, and spiritual
advancement into being, but the advancement of humankind does not occur overnight and requires great
sacrifice. The allegorical hunter realizes, “Where I lie down worn out other men will stand, young and fresh….
They will never know the name of the man who made them....But they will mount, and on my work; they will
climb, and by my stair….My soul hears their glad step coming.”41 Just as the hunter must die in order to secure a
path for future seekers of truth, Lyndall is unable to realize her ideals and crush the strictures that bind Victorian
women in her own lifetime. However, she does not fail in her work. Lyndall successfully crafts a stair for a future
New Woman, one who possesses a defiant spirit and a daring dream, to climb.
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The Evolution of Mental Illness Definitions
and Its Effects on Media Representations: A
Literature Review
By Christopher Isaac, Arcadia University

As world views change, so too do the ways we communicate, providing new definitions to antiquated aspects
of our language. However, words can evolve imperceptibly gradually, leaving people perpetuating outdated
terms without even realizing. We see this profusely in regards to social issues, such as gender and sexual
orientation. Yet, mental illness differs because even today with all we have learned on the topic, there is
much less agreement of how to accurately define it, creating frequent misuse of the label. There is a long
history of the term “mental illness” being misapplied to various groups of people in ways that lent towards
discrimination, and medical professionals still struggle to recognize the myriad of ways mental problems can
manifest.
This is why it is critical to not only question how mental illness definitions have evolved, but also how those
shifting definitions impact modern conceptions of mental disabilities. If antiquated definitions are put
forth in our media, this disseminates outdated information, and potentially lends to a stigma of prejudice
against entire groups of people. Media portrayals condition us into treating groups of people differently
before we’re even old enough to question why. For instance, children learn to distrust strangers from media
messages, more so than from interacting with strangers. By examining the historical missteps of mental illness
misdiagnoses, and how those misconceptions have bled into our entertainment, news, and media, we can
learn from the past, providing a clearer definition of what mental disabilities actually are, and their proper
treatments.

What Constitutes

a

Mental Disability

In “Public Conceptions of Mental Illness,” Bruce G. Link—professor of Sociomedical Sciences at the
Mailman School of Public Health—and his colleagues state that people often assume they recognize mental
disabilities in others, even without any medical consultation.1 Despite no professional evaluation, steps
towards correcting the casually diagnosed problem are already being taken. History has many examples of
those lacking professional expertise taking it upon themselves to determine who requires mental help. Those
deviating from cultural norms are frequent recipients of the label, as those in the majority view their own
practices as correct. Link and colleagues illustrate how even relocating to a new country could garner negative
attention, mentioning the advent of asylums in the 19th century in conjunction with rising immigration rates
during this period.2 Today, such a reaction to outsiders is simply labeled “xenophobia.”
This demonstrates how the definition of disability relies on conditions placing one on the fringe of the
majority. In his book The Disability Studies Reader, Lennard J. Davis— professor of Disability and Human
Development at the School of Applied Health Sciences—discusses times when the label of disability was
applied to ostracize those whose behavior was deemed undesirable, even when such behavior was in that
person’s own best interest. One term Davis mentions is “drapetomania,” a condition defined as causing slaves
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to escape their ownership, for which the cure was to be whipped.3 By this, he demonstrates how diagnoses
could attempt to strip someone of their autonomy. If we accept someone’s actions as a choice, that leaves room
for dispute over the correct decision. However, if someone’s actions are framed as an illness, members of the
majority are free to disregard the individual’s choice and control them “for their own good.”
Such actions have made the term “disability” malleable to the whims of the majority in the past. With the
development of psychology, the power to define the term has shifted to those with medical training, who
we trust to help people with true impediments to their lives. The American Association on Intellectual
and Developmental Disabilities supplies our modern definition that “intellectual disability is a disability
characterized by significant limitations both in intellectual functioning (reasoning, learning, problem solving)
and in adaptive behavior, which covers a range of everyday social and practical skills.”4

The Label

of

Mental Disability

used as

Oppression

Though mental health experts now define what mental disorders are, that does not mean distrust towards
those who apply the definition has disappeared. If someone breaks a bone, they easily accept treatment
at a hospital is necessary. Conversely, people with mental problems are often reluctant to seek treatment.
Psychiatric care is not viewed like physical exams to be performed annually. Instead, psychologists are often
last resorts, almost like admitting defeat. In “Stigma,” Michael Smith—vice-chair of the International Mental
Health Collaborating Network—says the profession has become historically contaminated.5 Some may always
regard psychology skeptically due to the association with now disproven conditions and treatments, such as
attempts to “cure” homosexuality, supporting the theory of eugenics, and the practice of frontal lobotomies.
Psychiatry’s admitted missteps during a time when it was burgeoning hurt the profession’s credibility in the
public eye, and made many leery of accepting mental health treatment as legitimate.
In the article “Women and Hysteria in the History of Mental Health,” Cecilia Tasca—Department of History,
Cultural Heritage and Territory, University of Cagliari, Italy—and her colleagues outline how women have
historically and continuously been viewed as mentally unsound. While the term “hysterical” is today used
interchangeably with words like “panicked,” it has a long medical history attached to its literal definition: “a
mental disorder characterized by emotional outbursts, susceptibility to auto-suggestion, and, often, symptoms
such as paralysis that mimic the effects of physical disorders.”6 In the past, the common notion was that a
woman in a mercurial state of mind wasn’t experiencing valid emotions, but rather, something dangerous to
be cured of. In Ancient Egypt, the belief was that a woman’s uterus was shifting inside of her body, disrupting
other organs, and creating mental disharmony. As understanding of basic physiology grew, explanations to
justify the belief that women succumb to emotional irrationality continued into the Greek age. This would
eventually become the foundation for incidents such as witch burnings in Salem, as it was believed that the
frail minds of women made them ripe for demonic possession. Superstitions of evil entities hijacking women’s
minds then gave way to early psychiatry, which, again, fixated on something innate in women’s bodies causing
emotional distress, and became the justification for hysterectomies.7
Cures for these “conditions” ranged from engaging in more sexual activity, to abstaining from sexual activity,
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drastic surgery, confinement in asylums, even death. Though women aren’t subjected to such treatments
nowadays, that historical belief of women being irrationally emotional still lingers. Many prominent figures
in public spheres still feel comfortable joking, or even seriously asserting, that women’s viewpoints can’t be
taken seriously due to such things as where women are in menstrual cycles. In April of 2015, TIME magazine
published the article “Hillary Clinton is the Perfect Age to be President.” The article’s reasoning was that
Hillary Clinton has passed the age of being menopausal, therefore, she would be an emotionally stable
president.8
Members of the LGBT spectrum have likewise had to push back against a history of being viewed as mentally
damaged. Homosexuality was, and still is in some parts of the world, a crime punishable by death. It has been
compared to pedophilia, mis-attributed as the cause of the AIDS virus, and resulted in many people being
institutionalized, castrated, and lobotomized. As with women, past treatment of the LGBT community from
the medical community isn’t espoused as overt hatred, but as concern that the group must be protected for
their own good, and the good of others. Homosexual people have been identified as being at a higher risk
for suicide according to various studies over the years. The percentages on those conclusions vary, as do the
interpretations for why this occurs. Proponents of gay rights say this clearly is a symptom of a homophobic
society which drives gay people towards depression. Those against gay rights say those percentages are not
a symptom of society, but simply of a gay person’s mind, which they claim substantiates why homosexuality
should be condemned as dangerous.
These are not debates of some long-gone era. Gay marriage was legalized nationwide in this country in 2015,
but homosexuality itself was only decriminalized nationwide in 2003 due to the ruling of Lawrence v. Texas.9
As transgenderism becomes more well-known due to public figures like Caitlyn Jenner, transgender people
are also becoming a greater part of the conversation. Several news publications have debated the legitimacy
of being transgender, whether it is a ploy for attention, or even a mental illness in itself. Fox News made
headlines recently when political analyst Andrea Tantaros asked in a discussion concerning Jenner whether
she could then declare herself as a cat to avoid paying taxes. “We’re opening the door to a very crazy debate,”
said Tantaros. “Some who might not be mentally stable—some who may be—are going to come out and say, ‘I
self identify as’ insert animal, insert race, insert spaceship.”10
Racial differences have also been a well-documented source of oppressive diagnoses, particularly in regards to
viewing black people as mentally inferior. Obviously, asserting that nonwhite races are less intelligent is today
viewed as abhorrent. Yet, many also point out disparities in how black people are still treated, such as black
criminals being described in animalistic terms, while white murderers are described in sympathetic terms, i.e.,
lonely or troubled. Frustration over what many feel is excessive police force has led to constant riots after the
deaths of Eric Garner, Tamir Rice, and Freddie Gray, to name a few. Some in the black community feel while
the words used to describe them may have evolved (thug being a common adjective for black criminals) that
these are just synonyms for past racial slurs, and psychology’s history of viewing them as subservient creates a
greater backlash when a black person is seen as stepping out of line.11
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Regardless of how influential the past of these oppressed groups is on affecting the present, it’s undeniable
that psychology has done harm to all of them. With damage that is still being undone, it’s understandable
that many people might be leery of trusting psychology. However, too far down that line of thinking runs the
opposite risk: being so distrustful that one starts overlooking the good, suspecting problems where there are
none.

Whether Modern Skeptocism

of

Psychology

is

Justified

Modern psychology has made great strides towards acceptance, and is now applied towards many people.
Yet, as psychiatry also gains prevalence in treating children, apprehension is increasingly vocalized by media
reports questioning if children are over diagnosed. There is large debate whether labels of ADHD, autism, and
Asperger’s are distributed too liberally among schoolchildren. Whereas physical ailments are quickly deferred
to professionals, many in society are skeptical whether learning disorders are legitimate mental illnesses.
One of the most prominent ongoing debates centers on whether vaccinations are a cause of autism among
children. Model Jenny McCarthy has become a spokeswoman about what she believes are the dangers of
vaccinations after her son was diagnosed with autism. She has spoken to many publications about her beliefs,
and says she is not anti vaccinations, but instead wants vaccines made safer. She believes there are safe
vaccines, such as for tetanus, but believes chemicals such as aluminum make other vaccines a concern. In a
2009 Q&A with TIME magazine, McCarthy says that until vaccine safety is improved, “If you ask a parent
of an autistic child if they want the measles or the autism, we will stand in line for the f___ing measles.”12
Measles was once nearly eradicated in the United States, but recent years have seen a resurgence in the disease,
likely attributable to children not being immunized. Many who dispute her claims point to this as one reason
that her advocacy is not only misinformed about mental disabilities, but promotes actions with dangerous
consequences.
There have been many studies about any possible link between autism and vaccinations over the years. Jeffrey
S. Gerber and Paul A. Offit—Division of Infectious Diseases at The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia—
shared their study “Vaccines and Autism: A Tale of Shifting Hypotheses” in 2009, the same year McCarthy
shared her earlier views that she admits come largely from looking at studies online. The two doctors
thoroughly cite an abundant number of test studies performed over the years devoted to finding any
correlation between vaccines and autism. They mention several countries investigating possible links by
examining their medical databases of children who were immunized and comparing them to children with
autism. Finland, for instance, looked at the records of 535,544 children between 1982 and 1986, and of the 309
people hospitalized for autism, found no pattern of the disorder appearing around the immunization period.
Denmark examined 537,303 children immunized between 1991 and 1998, and also found no pattern. Similar
studies are also cited from California, London, and Canada, among others.13
Gerber and Offit also looked into whether the administration of multiple vaccines into an immature immune
system could create a risk of autism. They found this theory unlikely due to autism not being a disease affected
a result of genetic disposition. They added that even if vaccines could cause such a thing, the number of
autism cases should be dropping, rather than rising as they are. The doctors state that even though children
receive double the number of vaccinations today compared to the past (14 today, compared to 7 in the ‘80s),
bacterial and viral proteins are far lower in modern vaccines (200 today, compared to at least 3000 in the
Jeffrey Kluger, “Jenny McCarthy on Autism and Vaccines,” TIME, April 1, 2009,
http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1888718,00.html.
13
Jeffrey S. Gerber and Paul A. Offit, “Vaccines and Autism: A Tale of Shifting Hypotheses,” Clinical Infectious Diseases 48, no. 4 (2009):
457-458, doi:10.1086/596476.
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past).14 They believe less undiscovered cases explains rising autism rates. Though fears about autism have been
repeatedly investigated and turned up nothing, the doubts of many still persist, and demonstrate the influence
of celebrities like McCarthy. If nothing else, it shows the entertainment world can play a big role in shaping
other people’s beliefs, for good or for bad.

Depictions

in

Entertainment

While our entertainment isn’t the catalyst for our biases, it does propagate the values of our culture. For
instance, older films focused primarily on white male characters, with other races and female characters
shown more in deferential roles. It wasn’t until our values in reality began to change that the roles of
characters in films changed as well. So logically, looking at how mental disabilities are depicted in modern
entertainment should offer insight into our current societal views of the topic. This is especially valuable when
examining what media children consume, as they are particularly impressionable, and what they witness
growing up will normalize certain world views to them.
Dr. Claire Wilson and her fellow researchers—the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Science at the
University of Auckland—found in their study “How Mental Illness is Portrayed in Children’s Television”
that characters who displayed symptoms of mental problems were used quite frequently, though often as
antagonists or comedic relief. Nearly half of the shows examined featured references to mental problems
in ways that were reprimanding, or carried negative connotations. Furthermore, most of the representative
cartoon characters with disabilities had ridiculous physical features to further accentuate their weirdness.
Results were obtained by looking at one complete week of television aimed at children under age 10. Wilson
and colleagues watched 46 different TV series, amounting to 128 total episodes and totaling 57 hours and
50 minutes of children’s TV in one week. The results found that 59 episodes (46.1%) contained one or more
references to mental illness, primarily through calling something “crazy” or “insane” to imply a situation was
out of control, or fun. The findings go on to say that within those 59 episodes, there were 159 references to
mental illness.15
Professionals believe that these findings indicate a problem not just for children, but for people with mental
disabilities as well. Lesley Warner—press and public relations manager for the Mental Health Foundation
(MHF)—commented on the research, saying that the media has an important role in influencing perceptions.
BBC News reported in their article “Children’s TV ‘Stigmatises Mental Illness’ ” that around the same time as
Wilson’s study on children’s television, the MHF published a report stating that 70% of mental illness sufferers
feel they are discriminated against. Dr. Peter Byrne—psychiatrist and Senior Lecturer at University College
London’s Department of Mental Health Sciences—also commented in the BBC News report, comparing these
depictions of mental conditions to past images featuring racism. “If children’s first exposure to mentally ill
people is overwhelmingly negative,” said Byrne, “then there is a risk they will start to demonize the mentally
ill.” 16
Of course, that danger is not limited to children’s shows. In her article “Media Portrayal of Mental Illness
and its Treatments,” Dr. Heather Stuart—professor of Community Health and Epidemeolgy at Queen’s
University—notes how much power entertainment media wields in shaping perceptions of disabilities.
However, she states that when characters with mental disabilities are featured in entertainment, half will inflict
Gerber and Offit, “Vaccines and Autism,” 459-460.
Claire Wilson et al., “How Mental Illness is Portrayed in Children's Television,” The British Journal of Psychiatry 176, no. 5 (2000):
441, doi:10.1192/bjp.176.5.440.
16
“Children's TV 'Stigmatises Mental Illness,' ” BBC News, May 1, 2000, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/729504.stm.
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violence against another character during the depiction, and one out of four kills someone.17 Horror movies
alone are hugely reliant on characters like Michael Meyers and Jason Voorhees, whose mental trauma is used
as justification for their killing sprees. There is seldom justification for this other than assuming that anyone
whose mental process we do not understand could be capable of anything; therefore, they are terrifying. Stuart
claims such portrayals teach viewers to fear and insult people with mental problems. Furthermore, she says
they make people with disabilities reluctant to seek help due to the stigma that will be assigned to them.18 The
Sopranos illustrated this throughout its TV series with mob boss Tony being highly secretive about going to a
psychiatrist for his panic attacks. He is constantly fearful of how people will react, and that his crew will view
him as weak if they find out. Tony resents having to express his feelings to alleviate his illness, articulating
his disdain for vulnerability by repeatedly lamenting the loss of the days of the strong silent types like Gary
Cooper.

Depictions

in

News Media

Some defend unfavorable depictions of mental problems in entertainment, reasoning that in works featuring
dragons or aliens, inaccurate depictions are expected. Were inaccuracies about mental illness limited to
fiction, then perhaps such a defense could be palatable. In “News Media Portrayal of Mental Illness,” Otto F.
Wahl—professor of Psychology at Hartford University—examined mental illness depictions in news media.
He found that mental disability sufferers were overwhelmingly mentioned in news relating to incidents of
violence.19 He utilized a computer database to search for the term “mental illness” in news stories in 1999
from six major publications (The New York Times, Washington Post, St. Louis Post Dispatch, Boston Globe, Los
Angeles Times, and the St. Petersburg Times) and randomly selected 50 article results from each publication to
draw his findings. Other groups of people, such as American soldiers, receive human interest stories showing
them as actual people accomplishing nonviolent things. Conversely, people with mental disabilities are hardly
ever even spoken to about stories focusing on them. Instead, those in the medical field are consulted to
provide a professional perspective on the topic, while those with personal experience are left unnoticed.
Despite this trend, the occasional sympathetic media coverage towards mental illness in the past yielded
positive results. In 1960, journalist Jack Nelson won a Pulitzer for chronicling abuse of psychiatric patients
in Georgia, and the public was outraged by the conditions they learned of.20 This suggests that negative views
towards mental illness are not innate, but altered by exposure to different stories. News media’s job is to
inform, and if they inform people with continuous coverage of disability sufferers being dangerous, that is
how society perceives them.

The Impact

of

Familiarity

on

Perception

Some might still believe that aversion to mental illness sufferers is some ingrained defense mechanism, and
that this could not be altered regardless of sympathetic media portrayals. Patrick W. Corrigan—Distinguished
Professor of Psychology at Illinois Institute of Technology—and his colleagues decided to test how prior
experience with mental disorders would affect people of various backgrounds. They documented this
experiment in “Familiarity with Mental Illness and Social Distance from People with Schizophrenia and Major
Depression.” The experiment was conducted by collecting several thousand interviews in Germany from
Heather Stuart, “Media Portrayal of Mental Illness and its Treatments,” CNS Drugs 20, no. 2 (2006): 100,
doi: 10.2165/00023210-200620020-00002.
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Otto F. Wahl, “News Media Portrayal of Mental Illness: Implications for Public Policy,” American Behavioral Scientist 46, no. 12
(2003): 1595-1596, doi:10.1177/0002764203254615.
20
Ibid., 1594.
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people at least 18 years old. Participants were shown footage of someone with a mental disorder, and their
reactions were gauged. Results showed that the more exposure viewers had to mental illness in their own lives,
the more sympathetic they were to the footage they viewed. Those with least negative reactions were those
who had received psychiatric treatment themselves. More negative were those only with family who had been
in treatment, then those with friends in treatment. Lastly, the most negative, were those who didn’t know
anyone who had ever been in treatment. The latter group had the largest number of respondents that reacted
fearfully to the footage, or labeled the person they viewed as “dangerous.”21
Lacking familiarity with a group, you would assume people would refrain from forming impressions
about the members until meeting them. Kim A. Smith—professor at Greenlee School of Journalism
and Communication at Iowa State University—and Olan Farnall—assistant professor at the School of
Communication at California State University-Fullerton—explain why this is not so in their article “Reactions
to People with Disabilities: Personal Contact Versus Viewing of Specific Media Portrayals.” As the previously
mentioned research has stated, people at least partially acquire these conceptualizations through television.
What is surprising, however, is that Smith and Farnall’s article suggests that people who watch more TV have
an increased likelihood to make such attributions. Heavy TV watchers wind up deriving more of their world
views from the characters and media personalities they see presented to them. Deprived of exposure to the
multifaceted nature of real people, TV becomes a surrogate for genuine human interaction.22
Smith and Farnall say media portrayals fill that void by inculcating negative clichés. TV usually features
someone with a mental disorder being portrayed as overcoming a great challenge just to function. Such
characters seldom strive for more remarkable achievements that other characters would reach, such as love or
heroism. This places low expectations of what someone with a mental disorder can accomplish. Furthermore,
characters with mental disorders who can’t function on their own often do not even get the sympathy of the
viewer. Rather, their caretaker is portrayed as the sympathetic one for dealing with someone who is a burden.

Conclusion: The Changes That Have Begun

to

Occur

Despite so much bad history, time shows that society can change. In the article “Mental Health Literacy,”
writer Anthony F. Jorm—past President of the Australasian Society for Psychiatric Research—discusses public
knowledge of mental disorders, and the obstacles that have been preventing better understanding of the topic.
A significant hurdle Jorm discusses is how well the media integrates education about mental illness into the
public sphere. Problems like cancer and heart disease have long been addressed through advertisements
to increase awareness of their respective causes and treatments. However, mental disorders did not receive
concentrated campaigns to better inform the public until the 1980s. The effects were quickly apparent though,
as public surveys around this time from people who viewed the ads already showed more positive outlooks
towards people with mental disorders.23
Today, commercials talking about the dangers of depression, and offering encouragement to contact mental
health professionals are frequent in advertising. Less common, though still significant, are ads featuring
celebrity advocates, such as singer Adam Levine’s commercials about living with ADHD. Mental health is
Corrigan, Patrick W. et al, “Familiarity with Mental Illness and Social Distance from People with Schizophrenia and Major
Depression: Testing a Model Using Data from a Representative Population Survey.” Schizophrenia Research 69, no.2–3 (2004): 175–182,
doi:10.1016/S0920-9964(03)00186-5.
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gradually finding public forums, leading to greater understanding of how common such disorders are. The
National Institute of Mental Health states that in 2013, there were an estimated 43.8 million adults over 18
in the United States (18.5 percent of all adults) with some form of mental illness.24 This doesn’t even include
children.
Dr. Peter Byrne wrote the article “Stigma of Mental Illness and Ways of Diminishing It” to discuss why
education alone is not enough to create change. He says those with stigmatic views of mental illness will
hardly volunteer to be better educated. Byrne surmises to integrate true change, practices supporting those
with mental disorders must be made compulsory in our legal and education systems. He compares the stigma
surrounding mental disorders to past antipathy towards an illness like AIDS. Some of the breakthroughs
in combating negative perceptions of AIDS were done in courtrooms by challenging the status quo of
discriminatory practices. Byrne states that disputing legal sanctions omitting consideration for people in need
of care creates ripples of change, regardless of the legal outcome, just from having people speak up.25 Although
the media’s ability to promote positivity and dissuade others in perpetuating old stereotypes is not negligible,
only places like courtrooms, schools, and hospitals can enact widespread change.
In addition to accepting psychiatry as a viable form of treatment, we are growing cognizant of how depictions
can influence actions. As stated earlier, the horror genre of entertainment is especially reliant on mental illness
stereotypes. Now, independent game developers are participating in events like Asylum Jam, which challenges
creators to make horror games that do not depend on cliché asylums to craft frightening environments, or
using mental patients as antagonists. “Mental illness is an intensely personal thing that is often vilified by
society and the tropes that exist in our media perpetuate misinformation,” said Asylum Jam organizer Lucy
Morris in Vice. “Video games aren’t innocent of that at all—games have the same accountability as film and
books and music to stop spreading misinformation and stigma about mental illness.”26
Times have changed, and casual usage of mental health terms like OCD and ADD are now discouraged
from being thrown around as quirky descriptors for behavior. The word “retard” is now regarded as a slur
akin to pejoratives used against someone’s race. Groups stigmatized by mental health terms in the past
are gaining more equal rights, and psychiatric terminology is moving away from ostracizing and towards
understanding. While these signs of progress must contend with what came before in defining our world view,
acknowledgment of these problems is undeniably gaining prevalence in an attempt to erode the longstanding
stigma.

“Any Mental Illness (AMI) Among Adults,” National Institute of Mental Health, accessed 2015,
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Colour Enchanted: The Use of Colour in Hilda
Doolittle’s Sea Garden
By Lancy Kurakar, The English and Foreign Languages University

The precise category to which colour belongs is an elusive field of study, that which has worried philosophers,
writers and scientists across the ages. Is it an intrinsic quality of objects, like size and shape? Or is it an illusion,
purely subjective, and borne of visual experiences?
Numerous theories have been formulated over the years to conceptualize and understand the nature of colour,
though none of them are strictly conclusive.1 Till the 1800s, Isaac Newton’s experiments and deductions on
the nature of colour were upheld as unquestionable truths. Newton’s theory of colour expounds that light is
composed of seven separable colours and that these colours, when united, give white light. To him, colour was
purely a physical phenomenon, involving light, object, and eyes. “Colors are affirm’d to be not Qualifications of
Light, deriv’d from refractions of natural Bodies, (as ‘tis generally believed;) but Original and Connate properties,
which in divers rays are divers.”2 That is, colour is an intrinsic quality of objects, including light (which is proved
to be an object).
In the year 1810, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe published his ground-breaking treatise on the nature, function
and psychology of colours, Zür Farbenlehre (Theory of Colors). Goethe discovered that the Newtonian teachings
were only applicable to colour as light, not as pigment and that they were not always applicable in ordinary
physical experiences. He believed that colour was more of an experience of the eye rather than a reality as
such.3 Colour, according to Goethe, is “light4 that is modified by darkness”5 or in other words, a product of the
opposition between light and darkness: “shade is a part of light [...] colours, which are shadow and the result
of shade, are light itself, or [...] are the beams of light, broken now in one way, now in another.”6 Going deeper
into the psychological and aesthetic aspects of colours, he classifies colours thus: purple/magenta symbolize
beauty, red and orange nobility, yellow goodness, green usefulness, blue the common or the mean, and violet the
unnecessary.7
Since colours are perceived because objects reflect those colours to the eye, later science is of the view that
colours are not contained within objects; they are purely extrinsic, doubly because without a perceiver, the
colours are not simply ‘out there’. Colours are defined variably as “sensations, psychological properties of visual
experiences, mental properties, representations, constructions of the brain, and properties of the brain.”8 The
Barry Maund, “Color,” in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2012). One of the oldest, the Primitivist theory says that colour is a
quality that objects ‘possess’—it is intrinsic and thus is a ‘property’ of the object. Projectivism, on the other hand, describes colour
as a product of sensations which ‘project’ that colour on the object, an argument closely connected with the Subjectivist theory that
maintains that colours are borne of experience. Eliminativism goes a step further to argue that physical objects do not have colours at
all.
2
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counter claim that colour is indeed an intrinsic quality of objects is also valid, as the argument of Colin McGinn
exemplifies:
When we see an object as red … [the] color is perceived as intrinsic to the object, in much the same way
that shape and size are perceived as intrinsic. No relation to perceivers enters into how the color appears;
the color is perceived as wholly on the object, not as somehow straddling the gap between it and the perceiver.9
However, the metaphysics of colour is such that no universally acceptable answer is possible for the nature of
colour.
Nevertheless, whether intrinsic or extrinsic, there is unanimous agreement on the view that colour is a relative
quality. For example, red appears more brilliant against a black background and duller against white. And
in contrast with orange (warm colour), red (the warmest colour) appears lifeless; with blue-green (cool
colours), it exhibits brilliance. Colours are not stable, definite entities – they vary according to the surrounding
colours, light, distance from the perceiver, and so on. Just as white is a group of colours of different shades
of whiteness, there is no precise term by which we can name colours. Like pain, colour is ‘found’ only in
experience, and so is subjective.
Colour is a problematic element in much of Modernist poetry. It has been used in interesting ways by many
modernist poets (Marianne Moore, Ezra Pound, Hilda Doolittle, W.C. Williams, Gertrude Stein, and Wallace
Stevens), delving into the metaphysical and ideological problems behind colours and colour terms. This paper
examines the representation of colour in H.D.’s earliest collection of poems, Sea Garden, published in the year
1916. Imagism, feminism and violence in Hilda Doolittle’s poetry have been much discussed. The implication
of colour in her poetry is a topic hitherto unexplored and a premise of vast possibilities. Her colours repeat
themselves with such a degree of contrast and prominence, they are not merely descriptive, but evoke emotional
and ideological concerns.
H.D.’s colours stand out in their brightness and vividness, even overpowering the words themselves with their
raw vitality. They serve as conveyors of emotions and psychological processes, precise and definite, often just
‘purple,’ ‘white,’ or ‘yellow’ without a noun (as in Moore’s “peacock blue”10) to establish a common reading
ground. For her, colour is not ‘in’ or ‘of ’ the object, but is without a definite ‘carrier’ or ‘vehicle’ as such. And so in
“Pursuit,” the buds of the hyacinth “show deep purple” and the “green stems show yellow-green.”11 Again in “The
Shrine,” waves “shot with blue/ cut under deeper blue.”12 Rather than the ‘object,’ it is the perceived colour that
has more significance and colours have no ‘tags’ attached to them as in Moore’s poetry.
The function of colours, in H.D., is similar to that of Expressionist or Fauvist colour. The former in the sense that
it is not a realistic portrayal of colours (as in the poems of W.C. Williams or Marianne Moore) but an ‘expression’
of a feeling or thought. Thus in “Oread,” the colour of the forest is juxtaposed with the sea when it says “Whirl
up, sea -/…hurl your green over us.”13 And in “Mid-day,” the black seeds scattered in the wind are compared to
the poet’s own scattered, abortive thoughts; in contrast with the poplar “bright on the hill,” black here is more
than a colour, it describes the trauma and defeatism experienced by the poet when faced with the might and
Maund, Stanford Encyclopedia.
Marianne Moore, “The Steeple-Jack,” in The Complete Poems of Marianne Moore (London: Faber and Faber, 1967), 5.
11
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glory of an unreachable poetic ideal.14 This unattainability of a beauty that H.D. aims to achieve is expressed in
“Pear Tree” where she juxtaposes white pear blossoms with silver dust: “Silver dust/ lifted from the earth,/ higher
than my arms reach,/ you have mounted, O silver,/ higher than my arms reach.”15
The Fauves, similar but more radical in outlook, made art “so simplified in design, so shockingly brilliant in
colour,” rejecting traditional, Renaissance harmonies in favour of clashing, discordant primary colours just
as H.D. rejected Victorian and patriarchal conventions of poetry for a more individual, harsh and strikingly
‘simple’ poetry.16 Fauvist art painted directly from nature, but invested a strong expressive reaction to the subjects
portrayed. They “freed colour from its traditional role as the description of the local tone of an object and helped
prepare both artists and public for the use of colour as an expressive end in itself. In a sense colour becomes the
‘subject’ of the picture.”17 This is verily the case with H.D.’s poetry too.
The violence of her words and sounds strike you at the very first reading. Within the contextual setting of her
poems, which are chiefly gardens, the sea, dense thickets and rocky coasts, the violence is of the natural world.
The acceleration of life and the inherent violence of the scientific and technological advancements of the postVictorian age correspond to the harsh and disturbingly discordant world in Doolittle’s poems. And in many of
her poems, war imagery is also prominent: for instance, in “Sea Violet” where she describes the flower “fronting
all the wind/ among the torn shells/ on the sand-bank.”18 Colours are active participants in this world of violence.
They are depicted in brutal terms such as in the lines, “we parted green from green,”19 “cut from white-ash,”20 “honey
and amber flecked each leaf,”21 and “black creeps from root to root.”22 The violence underlying all beauty (be it
natural, human or artistic) is a recurring motif in Sea Garden.
As an indicator of experience, colour is not ‘passive,’ merely ‘seen,’ but is active, functional and very much an
‘agency,’ while the (natural or artistic) object is an inert presence—the lines: “violets streaked black ridges/
through the grass,”23 “sun-light stamped/ hyacinth-shadows/ black on the pavement”24 and the last two examples
in the above paragraph show the power imparted to colour in Doolittle’s poetry.
The subsequent sections deal with this performative aspect of colour, the violence that agency essentially involves
and the metaphysics of colour in H.D.’s Sea Garden. Firstly, this paper examines how the domestic world in the
poems reveal a stagnancy of thought and movement, while the ‘sea garden’ of her imagination teems with vitality
and a terrifying beauty, the colours engaging in battles between light and darkness, life and death. In the second
section, I discuss Doolittle’s colours as inhabiting a free zone, involved in performance, which is the exertion
of one’s will over the will of others and therefore is essentially violent. The final section deals with the question
posed initially in this paper: whether colours are extrinsic or intrinsic properties of objects in Sea Garden.
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1. The Agential Power of Colour

Modernism is the re-enchantment of the world; nothing remains passive here; life brims out of inanimate
objects, sometimes even more than it does in the animate. Trees, flowers, fruits, shadows, light, and colours are
all alive in H.D.’s world; they feel and breathe the air in this extraordinary ‘sea garden’; they are neither symbols
nor metaphors, they simply exist; and they are both vulnerable and capable of imparting violence. This power of
life—the ability to feel, to battle, to experience pain and violence and to exert violence is yearned by the poet, as
epitomized by these lines from the ironically titled “Sheltered Garden”:
I want wind to break,
scatter these pink-stalks,
snap off their spiced heads,
fling them about with dead leaves—
spread the paths with twigs,
limbs broken off,
trail great pine branches,
hurled from some far wood
right across the melon-patch,
break pear and quince—
leave half-trees, torn, twisted
but showing the fight was valiant.25
The garden in the poem “Sheltered Garden” is saturated with flowers of different shades of pink/red, fragrant,
arranged in patterns. This becomes a suffocating, oppressive, and detestable sight for the speaker when she says:
I have had enough—
border-pinks, clove-pinks, wax-lilies,
herbs, sweet-cress.
[...]
only border on border of scented pinks.26
She wishes instead for a “sharp swish of a branch,” “scent of resin,” “taste of bark, of coarse weeds,/ aromatic,
astringent—”and favours brown and yellow over the pink and green hues of the garden:
let them cling, ripen of themselves,
test their own worth,
nipped, shriveled by the frost,
to fall at last but fair
with a russet coat.
[...]
For this beauty,
beauty without strength,
chokes out life.27
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The very idea of an unanimated world itself is oppressive to Doolittle. In “The Garden,” the heat creates
stagnancy in the life around, an immobility, a repression of motion, against which she retaliates:
O wind, rend open the heat,
cut apart the heat,
rend it to tatters.
[...]
Cut the heat—
plough through it,
turning it on either side
of your path.28
Paradoxically, the speaker hardly ever engages in active action; she is almost always just a keen observer of the
‘life’ around her, or a late-comer at a scene of violence deducting the action from the minutely laid out clues.
While describing the garden in “The Gift” where flowers ‘invade’ and ‘streak across’ the landscape, the speaker
remains a passive observer:
I cannot walk—
who would walk?
Life is a scavanger’s pit—I escape—
I only, rejecting it,
lying here on this couch.29
In “Pursuit,” the speaker is on the trail of a victim of violence, who in turn has victimized the weaker forms of
life on his/her track with the violence of his/her very movements. However, the speaker stops the lively and
dramatic pursuit mid-track once the clues run out:
For some wood-daemon
has lightened your steps.
I can find no trace of you
in the larch-cones and the underbrush.30
For all the inactiveness of the observer in the poems, the objects show an animation and a thirst for life that is
aggressive and threatening to behold. In “Evening,” which depicts the movement of evening into night,31 the
verbs used to describe light and colour—“passes,” “grow,” “reach,” “bend,” “dart,” “creeps,” “cuts,” “seeks”—are
all verbs of action.32 Light panning across the garden, followed closely by darkness, reminds you of the primal
polarities of light and darkness, from which the colours in the garden cower to escape the engulfing approach
of ‘black’. Colours disappear to give way to a chiaroscuric encounter between shades of black and white, finally
giving in to the utter blackness of night. Black possess so much energy within that it cancels all other colours. The
shadows grow, dart, and cut each other and finally the entire garden is swallowed up by a drape of blackness in
Ibid., “The Garden,” in Sea Garden, 24.
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30
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which colours and objects lose identity.33 The whole poem is suggestive of a battle, a surreptitious one—between
light and darkness in which the garden is ravaged, “lost”—the “light pass[ing]/ from ridge to ridge,” darkness
descending upon “flower to flower,” the hypaticas slowly getting eclipsed one by one, ‘darting shadows,’ black
“creep[ing],” “each leaf cut[ting] another leaf,” “shadow seek[ing] shadow,” until
[...] both leaf
and leaf-shadow are lost.34
to darkenss. This imagery of combat creates a world of great energy, where colours are alive and active, in
perpetual flux in the world’s garden.
In these lines from “Pursuit”:
the purple buds—half ripe—
show deep purple
where your heel pressed.
[...]
the green stems show yellow-green
where you lifted—turned the earth-side
to the light:
colours are not ‘just there’, but are “shown” – the buds of the hyacinth show deep purple and the green stems show
yellow-green.35 ‘Showing’ is an act of the will; it is performance, deliberate action and therefore, essentially entails
power. The colours, here, show themselves to the perceiver (and their aggressor) as signs of the violence inflicted
upon the object.
Part of the power attributed to colour comes from the indestructibility of colour; though they can be bleached,
crushed, scraped, and obscured by darkness, they regenerate. This resourcefulness and vitality of colours is
apparent in H.D.; colours never seem to drain themselves. They change, pale, mix, or separate, but their sources
remain, just as in “The Shrine”:
[...] the sea
where rollers shot with blue
cut under deeper blue,36
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or in “Evening”:
the blue tips bend
toward the bluer heart.37
This possibility of an inner source to go back to, of solace, of a healing ‘deeper’, ‘bluer’ spring of rejuvenation,
something which has increasingly become absent in the modern world, imparts to colours a power and vitality
absent in the modern individual.
The performative aspect of colour is essentially a performance of violence. This agential power of colour reveals
in two different ways: in the manner of Expressionist and Fauvist colours respectively. As mentioned earlier,
colour acts as a kind of symptom of the state of the object, or by extension, the state of the mind of the poet.38 It
enacts the emotional reactions caused by violence on the object. H.D.’s poetics being one that is committed to the
portrayal of violent passion and harsh life experiences, colours are naturally aggressive; they have the power and
force that you see in paintings, especially in Fauvist art. The violence that her colours are a part of is dealt with in
the following section.

2. Violence and Colour

Paralleling the large-scale violence of war, technology and modern life, the colours, flowers and all the erstwhile
harmless, passive and symbolized objects engage in a violence of sensory impressions, in chaos, in mutuallydestructive ‘mixing,’ and suffuse the landscape. It is a world of menace that H.D. creates; life is not a smooth,
peaceful process, but one in which violence is inherent even in the act of perception. And in this world, colours
are centres of power; in Sea Garden, they are unpredictable, aggressive forces. Colours are no longer passive
sufferers or inanimate qualities; they transcend limits, they seep in everywhere, they cannot be restrained, and
this pervasion of colour, inevitably, as a result, encroaches on space and identity.
The speaker’s extreme frustration at the world of colours that do things on a volition of their own and violate the
space of others around them is communicated through “The Gift.”
Violets streaked black ridges
through the grass.39
These lines suggest an image of brutality on the part of the violets, seen both as the colour and as the flower.
The word ‘streak’ imparts a cold detachment and ruthlessness to the action. The image invokes the metaphor of
painting; a Fauvist brush streaking black across the green canvas. The pigmental colours violet and green, when
they combine, give black. Based on this fact, what happens in these lines is the mixing of the colours of two
different objects; the colour of the flower streaking itself on the green of the grass to create black. Seen alongside
the theme of sensory glut and violence, the colours too, here, partake in this forceful intrusion against one’s will,
this infringement of one’s space. The lines also denote “black violets” (of which the poet speaks towards the end
of the poem), here split into two: flower and colour; with the colour black flowing out of the petals, streaking on
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grass.40 The over flowing black shows another attribute of colour: non-containment—it pervades the garden, the
poet’s senses, and “crowd[s]/ madness upon madness.”41
In “Evening,” as in “The Gift,” colours are extremely violent and the speaker’s refuge is an ideal world in which all
colour has been muted. In “Evening,” once the blue flowers are “lost,” what remains are the “still white” cornels
and the “dart[ing]” shadows. This reduction of the world into a monochrome and the final impasse when the
utter black veil is thrown over the garden, obscuring all activity, all life, are a kind of healing breather after the
onslaught of the colours of the day on the senses. The word “bleach” in “Sheltered Garden” similarly, signifies an
act of violent depletion of colour:
Or the melon—
let it bleach yellow
in the winter light.42
Though the enchantment of colour and objects is necessary to the poet, paradoxically, she desires the complete
subjugation of colour and sensations. One of the reasons for her wish for an ‘unmoving,’ ‘still’ world is the
violence inherent in objects, the constant threat that they pose to the poet whose sensibilities are stung by
overwhelming sensations. The Romantic conception of nature coming to the aid of the wounded soul of the
beholder is subverted in Sea Garden. The seen world is too alive to be looked at. Colours haunt H.D. because
they are present everywhere. They move, change colours and shades, infringe on other colours; they are, in short,
never limited (unless darkness takes over).
In H.D.’s poetry, colour is not limited to or ‘possessed’ by objects; unlike Moore, for whom tropes such as “fawn/ brown eyes,”43 “lemon-yellow”44 and “dragonfly blue”45 are important reference methods, H.D.’s colours come
without the trace of the ‘original’ object just as in “silver granite,”46 “bronze/ of your sun-burnt neck”47 and
“amber husk/ fluted with gold.”48 H.D. separates colour from the object so easily the ‘violence’ of this forced
separation is more telling than that of the suggestion of metaphor in the lines because this separation is an
assault on the identity of the object.
In “Pursuit,” violence is committed on colour. Where the “heel pressed,” the colour of the “half-ripe” buds
changes from purple to deep purple, the colour of the ‘ripe’ hyacinth flower.49 This change of colour ascertains
the fact that colours are not distinct to or possessed by objects. The deep colour also stands for blood, wounds,
and the life that has oozed out of the flower’s delicate body. The implication that the colour of the flower it is
to become is ‘contained’ in the half-ripe bud and is forced out by violence suggests loss of innocence, forced
recognition and initiation. Again, the green stem of the hyacinth “show yellow-green,” the colour of dying stem,
Doolitte, “Evening,” in Sea Garden, 17. “Another life holds what this lacks,/ [. . . ]/ a hill, not set with black violets/ but stones, stones,
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where “the earth-side” is turned over, exposed to light and forced to die prematurely.50 In “the green leaf-moss
of the larch branches,” the poem juxtaposes the colour of the leaves on the branches, a final act of violence (on
colour) on the part of the speaker.51
In “Garden,” the focus is a rose which is as “clear” and “hard” as rock.52 Extremely violent in her use of ‘sharp’53
expressions, the speaker declares:
I could scrape the colour
from the petals
like spilt dye from a rock.54
Undoubtedly, the act of ‘scraping’ colour from the petals is an ontological violence on both. For the flower, whose
colour is part of its being, ‘scraping off ’ colour implies death to the flower. The analogy to dye is ominous in this
context, where for the victim (the rose) disfigurement, torture and loss of identity is the result, as scraping “spilt
dye from a rock” disintegrates the rock.55 Conversely, if the colour spilled on rock is merely superficial, we may
assume that, to Doolittle, the colour of objects is equally superficial or external which may be scraped off without
any damage to the object. Here, H.D. seems to be asserting an independent existence of the object devoid of its
colour.
The question of whether colour is an extrinsic or intrinsic quality of the object in H.D.’s Sea Garden is taken up in
the following section.

3. The Metaphysics of Colour

As stated initially, both claims to colour being an extrinsic and an intrinsic property of objects are valid. H.D.
uses colour in both ways—as a superficial quality that cannot be possessed, contained or imbibed within objects,
instead, can be ‘scraped off,’ and as the essence of the object, the whole itself.
“Garden,” as seen in the previous section, ambiguously articulates both natures of colour, as external to the object
and as internal:
I could scrape the colour
from the petals
like spilt dye from a rock.56
Is colour analogous to a dye that is spilled over onto objects, able to be scraped off at will? Colour is, then,
indubitably, an object outside the object. Conversely, is the dye (a rock pigment) spilt ‘from’ the rock, which,
therefore, means that both rock and dye are one and the same? Is colour intrinsic to the flower and does its
removal entail the destruction of the flower?
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H.D. sticks to the Extrinsic View when she describes the statue (of a male figure) in “The Contest” in these terms:
You are white—a limb of cypress
bent under a weight of snow.57
The metaphor here suggests two things. The colour of the statue, like the snow fallen on a branch, is an extrinsic
object, which, in fact, can be separable from the object. Secondly, just as snow weighs down the branch, colour
too burdens the object, here, the sculpture. The beauty of the figure, which is the central idea of the poem, is
linked with the ‘weighing down’ of colour, like the “great band” that weighs down on his forehead with “its heavy
twists of gold.”58 The idea of colour as an excess, as burdensome, and simultaneously, as beauty, recurs in the Sea
Garden.
Again, in “Sea Iris,” the flower is compared to a rainbow59 which is “painted” blue but hides treasure within:
Band of iris-flowers
above the waves,
you are painted blue,
painted like a fresh prow
stained among the salt weeds.60
The colour perceived is equated to paint, a surface coating.
Separating colour from the object figures in numerous poems in Sea Garden. “The Helmsman” is about an
ominous, ambiguous journey to the sea after a long interval of inland life. The speaker(s), regretful of having
ever gone away from the sea and its shore, enchanted with the beauty of life in the land, reminisces on how
they “parted green from green,”—the separation of colour from itself, the taming of nature.61 In “Pear Tree,” she
praises the whiteness of the pear blossoms as something that is originally separated:
no flower ever parted silver
from such rare silver.62
This parting of colours is an affirmation of the separability of colour from the object, and at the same time, a
violence on the ‘wholeness’ of the object.
The lines from “Pursuit,” already discussed in the previous section encompass the Intrinsic View, wherein colour
is not merely a quality of objects, but the very identity of objects. In another instance, when the poet says that the
green of the branch is crushed,63 the colour is the life of the branch that is crushed. Colour mirrors the state of
the object; we can say that colour, in this limited emotive function, is intrinsic to the object.
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The separability of colours, though a pervasive aspect in Sea Garden, also encompasses an act of violence on the
object. Depriving the object of its colour destroys the object. Although Doolittle wishes for colours to mellow,
to slow down, and settle, this imagined fusion of the object with its qualities, the containment of colour within
boundaries, appears in the scope of the collection to be impossible. Thus, her wish to scrape the colour off a
rose in “The Garden” remains an unfulfilled wish; both the object and its colour, exist on a heightened plane of
power and mobility, inaccessible to the poet. Colours, with their endless resourcefulness, independence, and
intermixing dynamics, emerge in the final analysis, as extrinsic, not properties, but objects by themselves. As in
the line from “The Gift,” “honey and amber flecked each leaf,” colour is painted, streaked, or burdened upon the
object, whose changing states of being is showed by the ever changing colours.64
In conclusion, colour, the most passive of ‘properties,’ in H.D., derives a kind of magical power, enabling it to
respond, to retaliate, and to wound. Colours often act ‘for’ objects which remain largely inert; they become
agents of emotion and violence. The violence that colours engage in has a panacea only in the curbing of light
with the arrival of darkness. Though the poet attempts to rid the object of its ‘threatening,’ excessive colours,
she fails because destruction of colour is also destruction of the object. Doolittle in this volume of poetry treats
colour as a quality that imparts identity to objects and as a surface property that violates boundaries, weighs
down objects, but never ceases to regenerate itself from its undying source of colour.
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Kennedy and Nasser - A Failed Relationship
By Josephine Lippincott, Arcadia University

John F. Kennedy became President of the United States in 1961, in the middle of the Cold War. Prior to
Kennedy’s presidency, the United States was focused on the containing communism and creating friendships
with predictable, anticommunist nations. When Kennedy was sworn in, he maintained the containment
policy, but began to focus on building new relationships in the Middle East and in Africa.1 In order to combat
the Soviet Union, Kennedy believed it was crucial to establish relationships with nonaligned states so as to
contain communism solely through alliances. This mindset brought the Middle East, particularly Egypt and
its nationalist leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, to the forefront of American foreign policy. How did the United
States’ Cold War lens interact with on the ground Middle Eastern politics? Although Kennedy worked to
establish a friendly relationship with Nasser, it proved much more complex and difficult than he intended. In
spite of Kennedy’s hopes of a friendship to help contain communism, the Cold War had very little effect on
the relationship between Egypt and the US. Rather, it was the politics of the Middle East that would define the
strength of the relationship. This paper will focus on Kennedy’s efforts to build a relationship with Nasser by
examining Arab nationalism, foreign aid and friendship, regional politics, as well as Nasser’s relationship with
communism, and ultimately how this relationship would fail.

The Cold War in the Middle East: American Motivations

When Kennedy came into the Presidency, the Cold War was the main focus of American foreign policy. Both
Kennedy and previous President Dwight D. Eisenhower aimed to contain communism in any way possible. Prior
to Kennedy’s presidency, Eisenhower had also attempted to engage nonaligned nations, such as India, Egypt, and
Ghana, in the Cold War struggle, using diplomacy and foreign aid.2 During the Kennedy Administration, there
was a continued use of aid, but also use of force as demonstrated by the Bay of Pigs, the failed military invasion
of Cuba. While Kennedy’s military action was unsuccessful, he also sought to engage Third World nations in a
more diplomatic manner, such as through the establishment of the Peace Corp whose primary purpose was to
aid these nations in terms of education through volunteering. Regardless of Kennedy’s intentions, he mistakenly
believed he could work around regional complexities, and as a result, his friendships with the Third World
suffered.
Although Kennedy aimed to create relations with and provide aid to Third World nations, in particular the
Middle East, the region was tense when Kennedy came into office. This tension was a result of the Suez Crisis,
where Israel, Great Britain, and France invaded Egypt, following Nasser’s nationalization of the Suez Canal, and
attempted to take control of the canal and remove Nasser from power. This failed attempt to take control of the
Suez Canal not only resulted intension, but also affected the dynamics between France, England, Israel, and
Egypt. Following the chaos of the Suez Crisis, the United States’ relationships with both Israel and Egypt were
very fragile.3 As a result of these tensions, the United States needed to reexamine foreign policy within the
Middle East. The reasons for Kennedy’s focus on the Middle East were multifaceted. On the one hand, the oil of
the Middle East was a valuable commodity for the majority of Western Europe, which imported three quarters
of its petroleum from the Arab world, which could allow the United States to strengthen alliances with Western
Europe4. On the other hand, positive relations with Nasser could allow the United States to gain a stronger
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position in the Middle East.5 This position could encourage stronger alliances with Syria, Israel, and Iraq, but
also allow the United States to reduce Soviet influence in the region. Furthermore, as the historian Douglas
Little writes that friendship with the nationalistic Nasser could demonstrate to the rest of the world “that the
United States could live with political and economic diversity.”6 This message would allow the United States to
strengthen and establish new alliances, while containing communism.

President Nasser

Gamal Abdel Nasser came to power as a result of a bloodless military coup in 1952. He played a large role in
the new government for several years before becoming Prime Minister in January of 1956 and being elected
President in June of that same year as the only candidate on the ballot.7 Under Nasser’s leadership, Egypt
established centralized parliamentary rule.8 Nasser implemented change in various social programs, such
as land reform, free education for youth, as well as progressing medical infrastructure.9 Prior to Nasser’s
presidency, the elite in Egyptian society were very wealthy with half a percent of the population owning fifty
percent of the entire nation’s wealth.10 When Nasser became president, he took that wealth and power away
from the elite and nationalized it.
Furthermore, he designated that Egyptian law would also apply to foreigners. Nasser encouraged nationalism
through attempting to extricate Egypt from any type of foreign domination. Nasser’s nationalism was not simply
about building a stronger, independent Egypt but also unifying the Arab world. As Mohammed Hossenin
Heikal explains, “Gamal Abdel Nasser was bound by the ideas of Arab unity and he felt a moral, political, and
ideological obligation to the Palestinian people.”11 Nasser had strong notions of pan-Arabism and wanted Egypt
to be on the forefront of the Arab empire he envisioned. This was further demonstrated in 1958 when, under his
leadership, Syria and Egypt merged, forming the United Arab Republic (UAR).12 This political move gained him
power and prestige in the region as well as the international community. Furthermore, due to the strength of the
United Arab Republic’s military, Nasser emerged as a new power in the Middle East. The UAR was the only Arab
fighting force at this point that could oppose the Israeli Defense Force in any legitimate way.13
One of the most prominent factors in Kennedy and Nasser’s relationship was Nasser’s nationalism and panArab
belief. Prior to Kennedy’s presidency, US government officials viewed nationalism in many places as a threat to
American interests and power. During Eisenhower’s presidency, Nasser’s nationalism was seen as dangerous and
unpredictable. In February of 1958, following the creation of the United Arab Republic, Secretary of State John
Dulles stated that Nasser “whipped up PanArabism much as Hitler whipped up PanGermanism as a means of
promoting an expansion of his power.”14 President Kennedy, however, believed that Egyptian nationalist interests
could coincide with American interests. Nasser and Kennedy exchanged letters back and forth outlining their
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thoughts about current events in their regions as well as how the two could work together. The correspondence
between the two leaders began shortly after Kennedy’s inauguration in 1961 and would last up until the day of
Kennedy’s assassination on November 22, 1963.15
The Kennedy Administration, however, was also wary of Nasser’s relationship with the Soviet Union, due to
the status of the Cold War, as well as the Eisenhower Administration’s previous view of Nasser as a communist
sympathizer. These beliefs arose when Nasser obtained weapons from Czechoslovakia in September 1955,
after he was denied weapons by the US16. Furthermore, when Nasser recognized Communist China as a
legitimate country in 1956, the United States felt this meant that Egypt was leaning towards the Soviet Union
and communism.17 As a result, American policy makers were skeptical when Kennedy decided to strengthen
the EgyptAmerican relationship.
In reality, at the beginning of Kennedy’s presidency, the relationship between Egypt and the Soviet Union
was strained. Nasser first began to minimize his ties to the Soviets through the establishment of the UAR,
starting with the merger between Egypt and Syria.18 The creation of the UAR implied to the Soviets as well as
the Americans that Egypt and its new republic would remain nonaligned. However, Nasser was also interested
in closer ties with the Americans. Nasser viewed Kennedy as someone he could truly work with on account
of his foreign policy goals.19 Little writes, “Eager for closer ties with Washington, he welcomed JFK’s narrow
victory in November 1960 and cabled his hope for better relations with the United States early in the New
Year.”20 Furthermore, Kennedy realized that in the case of Nasser, nationalism did not directly correlate to
communism or Soviet sympathizing. This recognition demonstrated the difference in Kennedy’s policies
versus that of his predecessors. In spite of Nasser’s nonalignment, Kennedy still believed that friendship
with Nasser had numerous benefits such as a foothold in the region. Nasser’s actions throughout Kennedy’s
presidency, however, demonstrated that Egypt was not going to be a party to either the US or the USSR.

Foreign Aid and Friendship

During his administration, Kennedy significantly increased foreign aid to Egypt by donating $500 million in
total aid to Egypt compared to the $254 million Egypt received from both Truman and Eisenhower combined.21
In 1961, Egypt was running a balanceofpayments debt, suffered from stalled national growth and investment,
as well as a crop failure. To assist Egypt, the United States provided American grain, as well as financial loans.22
Through economic means, President Kennedy wished to address any concerns that Third World countries were
having so that there was no opportunity for the Soviets to interfere. He wanted to provide Nasser with positive
reinforcement that friendship with the United States, as opposed to the Soviet Union, was to Egypt’s advantage.
The aid offered to Nasser by the Kennedy Administration, however, went further than simply economic loans
and food aid. As a result of Egypt’s unaligned position, there emerged a sort of tension between Egypt and the
Soviet Union. This was particularly visible with Egypt’s study abroad programs where Egyptian students studying
in the Soviet Union were being harassed and targeted by Soviet citizens. As a result, an opportunity emerged for
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President Kennedy. Early in the correspondence between these two presidents, Kennedy’s Administration
asked Nasser if there was anything that they could do for him. Nasser asked if the United States could
take all 240 Egyptian students studying in the Soviet Union and transfer them into American universities, a
proposition to which Kennedy agreed. Journalist and friend to Nasser, Mohammed Hassanein Heikal writes,
“The Americans were surprised and hesitant about taking such a large number, but the transfer was arranged
and the students went from Russia to America.”23 While the students were only a minor example, this
demonstrated Kennedy’s determination to establish a relationship with Nasser. Kennedy wished to form such
a strong relationship with Nasser that Egypt would turn away from the Soviet Union and communism.

Regional Politics

While the Egyptian-American relationship seemed promising in its early months, it was not to last. One
component that tore apart Kennedy’s goal was the issue of Middle Eastern regional politics. The Nasser Initiative
was established on the basis of containing communism, however, it simplified the complexities of Middle Eastern
politics. Without factoring in these intricacies, the initiative had no chance at success. Various leaders in the
Middle East had drastic differences in how a country should be led as well as who should lead those countries.
Conservative Arab leaders, on account of his nationalistic views, did not hold President Nasser in high esteem.
Nasser’s nationalist views questioned the tradition of various monarchies, which challenged the rights of various
leaders to rule. In fact, many Arab states, such as Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Israel, were distressed by Kennedy’s
attempt to form a relationship with Nasser. Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations Warren Bass
writes, “Even though the president’s men argued repeatedly that an American policy that gave the United States
more influence over Egyptian behavior would ultimately redound to Israel’s benefit, Israeli Prime Minister
David BenGurion remained unconvinced.”24 Kennedy’s attempt to establish a strong relationship with Egypt
made sustaining a friendly relationship with Israel much more difficult. This did not only apply to Israel. Little
writes, “JFK might have been willing to accept neutralism or even socialism on the Nile, but Arab conservatives
were not because they regarded Nasser’s shrill calls for Arab unity, economic modernization, and mass political
mobilization as mortal threats to their own traditional regimes.”25 The root of the struggle was between
nationalist and conservative Arabs, and Kennedy was playing a complex game of foreign policy and diplomacy.
These complex dynamics in the region escalated as a result of events in Syria and Yemen. Nasser faced an
unexpected obstacle in 1961 when Syria seceded from the United Arab Republic. The secession occurred in
the form of a coup, which was funded by Saudi money and toppled the existing pro-Nasser regime in Syria.26
This was a huge blow to Nasser’s goals for a unified Arab state but also presented an opening for President
Kennedy. This was a moment of weakness for Nasser could affect much of his foreign policy and how he decided
to proceed with the United States relationship. Bass explains, “In fact, Kennedy’s foreign policy bureaucracy
ultimately found itself presented not with a war but with a potential opportunity: a chastened, more tractable
Nasser, dented in the eyes of the Arab world and perhaps inclined to focus on development at home rather than
joust for leadership abroad.”27 As a result of the failure of the UAR and consequently Nasser’s dream of panArabism, the Kennedy Administration belief that Nasser would be easier to work with. This idea of a humbled
Nasser may have worked in Kennedy’s favor, if it had not been for the rumor of CIA involvement behind the
coup in Syria. To this day, it is inconclusive whether the CIA was truly involved in Syria, but regardless, Nasser’s
suspicion played a large role in his relationship with the United States after this point. Nasser’s doubts about
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Kennedy and the CIA’s role in Syria demonstrate that Kennedy’s attempts to establish friendship were not
successful. Nasser was confounded by the idea that the CIA had been working against his goals at the same
time that President Kennedy had been working to strengthen the EgyptianAmerican relationship.28 While the
American ambassador worked to reassure Nasser that the United States was not involved in the Syrian coup,
the damage was already done. The breaking of the United Arab Republic was close to Nasser’s heart for his main
goal was to unify the Arab states, and Syria’s secession was a large setback. For Nasser to think that the United
States was involved in any capacity put a large strain on the developing relationship he and Kennedy had.
Further, Syria’s secession presented a new dilemma for Kennedy and his Administration: how to or if to
recognize the new Syrian government. Failing to recognize the new Syrian regime held consequences with
various parties in the region. Bass explains, “The new regime in Damascus soon sent Washington a formal
request for recognition, leaving the administration in a conundrum; recognizing the new Syrian regime too
quickly would irritate Nasser, and recognizing it too slowly would irritate the Arab conservatives.”29 Nasser,
however, was able to alleviate tensions when the Egyptian United Nations ambassador announced that Egypt
would not oppose Syria’s participation in either the UN or the Arab League.30 Nasser’s wounded pride as well as
his doubts about Kennedy and the US led to various American fears, such as the effect on Egypt’s relationship
with the Soviets, the region, and Egypt’s relationship with the United States?

The Conflict in Yemen

The relationship between Egypt and the United States became even more difficult a few months later with
events in Yemen. In the same year as the Syria secession, Colonel Abdullah alSallal, a young nationalist,
overthrew the ruling Imam in Yemen.31 This provided Nasser with another opportunity to achieve his dream
of panArab nationalism. Egypt recognized AlSallal and the Yemen Arab Republic, however the rest of the
region did not. Muehlenbeck explains, “…Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Great Britain withheld recognition and
supported the reestablishment of a royalist regime – arguing that Egypt’s action was directed by Moscow as
the first step in a plot in which Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Syria were the real targets.”32 The events in Yemen
soon escalated into a civil war, with Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan involvement. The proxy war in Yemen
had evolved into nationalist Arab nations against conservative Arab nations. Nasser’s nationalism and the
tradition of the conservative monarchies were complete opposites. There was no way that either of these
two political ideologies could coordinate with the other, which further challenged the goals of the Kennedy
Administration. The Kennedy Administration wished to maintain friendships with all the various powers, but
were left with an extremely difficult situation. Initially, the Administration feared that covert Saudi and British
intervention would cause other forces to react, including Nasser and the United Arab Republic. While Kennedy
wanted to stay out of the conflict in Yemen, he also wanted the Persian Gulf region to remain stable. Despite
Kennedy’s wishes, Egypt became more and more involved in the region.33
Nasser’s escalating involvement in Yemen culminated with a force of 70,000 troops being sent to Yemen to help
support the new, nationalistic Yemeni leader. His motive for the large amount of troops remains unclear today,
though several conjectures have been offered. His personal friend and one of his advisors Mohammed Hossenein
Heikal claims, “Nasser sent troops to the Yemen to sustain the republican government and was forced to send
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more and more as they were swallowed up in the wilderness.”34 There were also fears that Nasser was pursuing
the oil of Saudi Arabia for his own interest.35 Another explanation of his actions is that Nasser wished to appear
as the leader of Arab nationalism once again, as well as to test the skills of his military.36 Regardless, the conflict
in Yemen quickly evolved into a proxy war among the regional powers. Each of the international forces in Yemen
had a variety of goals, interests, and activity within the country. For instance, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia spent
large amounts of money on the war in Yemen to further his own interests. Further, there was a fear from oil
companies that the Egyptian army would attack Saudi oil wells. The British, on the other hand, were concerned
about their colony of Aden, which was located in Yemen.37 The various motivations and diverse goals of the
different parties made a complex situation that much worse.
Yemen brought the problems of the Nasser initiative to the forefront. Prior to events in Yemen, the Kennedy
Administration attempted to maintain alliances with various countries in the Middle East. Jordan, Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, and Yemen, however, each had different goals and did not share the same alliances as the United States.
Kennedy’s immediate concern in the region was to neutralize the conflict in the Yemen. To accomplish this,
he sent identical letters to Nasser, King Hussein of Jordan, Prince Feisal of Saudi Arabia, and President Salal of
Yemen. The letter clearly laid out his plans for ending the war in Yemen, starting with his initial goal to remove
all military powers from Yemen.38 Nasser replied to Kennedy’s letter shortly after, agreeing with his assessment
of the situation and accepting his terms. He then went on to explain why he intervened, and what implications
this had. Nasser writes, “Unfortunately, His Majesty King Saud misinterpreted the situation; he imagined the
Revolution in Yemen to be a battle between monarchical and republic regimes. With that erroneous impression,
he launched himself with all his power and potentialities in an attempt to invade Yemen from the outside.”39
Nasser went on to state that due to King Saud’s misjudgment, he believed it was necessary to aid the Arab
Republic of Yemen.
After weighing the options, the Kennedy Administration decided to recognize the new regime in Yemen. This
recognition, however, had little benefit except to anger Saudi Arabia. The monarchy in Saudi Arabia was fully
invested in Yemen and was actually increasing the number of “clandestine operations” along the Yemeni border.40
The conflict became more challenging for the Kennedy Administration when Egyptian planes began bombing
Saudi territory.41 This left the Kennedy Administration with a decision: support Nasser or support alliances with
the conservative Arab countries. Kennedy ultimately chose to defend the conservatives and break with Nasser.
Historian Michael B. Oren writes, “The choice, in the end, was virtually made for him when Nasser violated an
American-brokered ceasefire. Two years after posting his first letter to Cairo, in November 1963, Kennedy sent
warplanes to defend Riyadh.”42
The events in Yemen exacerbated already high tensions in the region, which ultimately led to the failure
of Kennedy’s Nasser initiative. While President Kennedy thought he could work with Nasser and use his
nationalism to promote his own interests, this idea ultimately failed due to the struggle between Nasser and
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conservative Arab leaders. The politics on the ground proved to be more complex than the Kennedy
Administration initially envisioned, culminating in the proxy war in Yemen. This served as the final blow
to the Nasser initiative. Yemen established a definite block in the relationship between Kennedy and Nasser,
which could not be repaired due to Kennedy’s death on November 22, 1963.43

Conclusion

President Kennedy saw Nasser and his nationalism as an alliance that would yield numerous benefits. Unlike his
predecessors, Kennedy believed that nationalism was not directly a threat to the American position. Rather, he
attempted to create stronger ties with Egypt, in order to use that nationalism to American advantages. Kennedy’s
attempt to establish a relationship with Nasser was based on the idea of containment stemming from the Cold
War. While Nasser had some history with the Soviet Union, he was by no means a communist or in an alliance
with the Soviet Union. During Kennedy’s presidency, there was little to no activity by the Soviet Union in this
region. It can be argued that perhaps Kennedy succeeded in his motives for his relationship with Nasser to keep
the Soviets on the region. On the other hand, it can also be argued that the relationship with Nasser did very
little. At the end of Kennedy’s presidency the relationship with Egypt had cooled, and relations with Israel had
become stronger.44 The Cold War played a small role in shaping Kennedy and Nasser’s relationship due to the fact
there was no communist activity in the region.
While it may be difficult to judge whether Kennedy’s Nasser initiative accomplished anything, the relationship
was not what Kennedy had intended. Kennedy misjudged how he could incorporate Nasser’s nationalism
to aid American interests, and, furthermore, underestimated both the complex politics of the region and
the importance of his other alliances’ opinions on Nasser. The lengths Kennedy went to in order to keep
his relationship with Nasser alive demonstrate how great the threat of communism was viewed at the time.
Ultimately, the regional politics of the Middle East played more of a role on the relationship between these two
leaders than the Cold War did. The KennedyNasser relationship manifested a new approach to foreign policy
during the Cold War, placing a great importance on the Middle East, but one that ultimately accomplished very
little.
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The Effect of Gender Stereotypes on Perceived
Decision Making Abilities
By Frederick J. Nitchie IV, Arcadia University

Abstract

The purpose of this study was to explore and study the effects of both positive and negative stereotypes on the
perceived decision making abilities of those exposed to them. Past research has indicated that prejudice towards
women exists more prevalently and more intensely in society than it does for males. Accordingly, we predicted
that women would respond more negatively to such stereotypes than men would when presented with them.
We then measured this by asking participants to judge their perceived agency in hypothetical situations that
required decision making. We tested this with both positive and negative stereotypes, and also with a control. Our
findings did produce significant results showing a main effect of participant gender (female) causing them to rate
themselves more negatively then males on average. These results are important because they show that women
respond negatively to these pervasive and flawed stereotypes attributed to their gender which could negatively
affect their ability to make efficient decisions in everyday life.

The Effect of Gender Stereotypes on Perceived Decision Making Abilities

This study was conducted to find out if stereotypes have an effect on peoples’ perceptions of their own ability
to make decisions. This relies on these stereotypes existing pervasively in our society, and also that people
(specifically women) are aware of them on at least some level of consciousness. Past research has studied and
shown evidence that these stereotypes do in fact pervade throughout society:
		
“Also, social scientists are in general agreement that women face discrimination in many
occupations…”1
…and are also perceived, both consciously and subconsciously, by both women and men:
“Moreover, women themselves, although not necessarily believing themselves personally deprived, do
perceive that women as a group are unjustly treated.”2,3
“…therefore, anti-female bias, often functioning out of people’s conscious awareness…”4
The fact that these stereotypes exist in society, enough to warrant recognition by many organizations and interest
groups raises the question of how they might affect those they are directed towards. From this past research
and the questions that followed, we extrapolated that these stereotypes could be having profound effects on both
the men and women that they targeted. Specifically, we wanted to know how they may affect the way a person
regards their ability to make decisions when presented with hypothetical scenarios. Thusly, we hypothesized that
gender stereotypes could ultimately affect a person’s perceived decision making abilities concerning future events
We expected to find that when presented with positive stereotypes, participants would perceive themselves as
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being able to make decisions more easily, accurately, etc. and when presented with negative stereotypes, the
opposite would occur. Instead of just confirming that these prejudices were in fact real and affective, our study
was utilized to look at exactly how these stereotypes would affect those that were presented with them.

Method
Participants
Participants were 98 (50 female, 48 male) Arcadia University students who were recruited through the university’s
SONA System website. Psychology students were incentivized with 0.5 course credits. Two additional males had
participated but their results were disregarded due to a failure to follow experimental instructions.
Design
The independent variable of this experiment was the valence of the stereotypes written into the paragraphs
the participants read. These were either positive or negative stereotypes for either gender, plus a control group
without stereotypes, resulting in a 2x3, between-subjects design (participant’s gender:male, female) X stereotype
valence: positive, negative, control).
Materials
Decision Making Task
As a distractor task, participants were asked to complete a short decision making questionnaire to
simulate such a process within the participant before continuing on with the experiment. This task was
akin to the one used in Onken, Hastie, and Revelle (1985)5 and pertains to decisions based on the
participant’s ideal living environment. For each of the eight questions, participants could choose one of
three answers: small, medium, or large, such as in “What size would you like your living space to be?”
Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire
A six-point Likert scale was used for assessing a participant’s perceived decision making ability, with 1
being very unlike you and 6 being very much like you. Participants were asked questions that assessed
different aspects of decision making such as procrastination and vigilance. Participants were asked such
questions as “I consider all other options before making a decision” and “I prefer to leave decisions
to others”. This questionnaire consisted of twenty items that measured a variety of different facets of
general decision making abilities.
Procedure
Participants were brought in to one of the study rooms located in Boyer Hall and given a consent form
explaining the experiment’s parameters, and their right to stop whenever they wished. Based on their gender of
either male or female, participants were divided at random into one of three groups: positive prime, negative
prime, or control. This resulted in a 2 (sex: male, female) x 3 (prime: positive, negative, control) between-subjects
design. Participants were then handed a packet which contained all material needed to complete the first part
of the study. First, they read a short paragraph that contained either positive or negative stereotypes (Appendix
A) or, if in the control group, no paragraph at all. Participants then completed a short-decision making task,
although in truth this was a distractor task (Appendix B). After they were finished, the experimenter collected
all of these materials and administered the Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire (Appendix C). After
Onken, J., Kastie, R., & Revelle, W. (1985). Individual Differences in the Use of Simplification Strategies in a Complex DecisionMaking Task. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 11, 14-27.
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they had completed this, the experimenter would collect the completed scale and give the participant a
short demographic sheet which contained two manipulation check questions as well (Appendix D). Control
participants did not need to fill out the manipulation check questions, as they pertained to the paragraphs in
the experimental conditions. Participants were then debriefed on the true nature of the study, thanked for their
participation, and given course credit if necessary.

Results

In order to find whether participants in the negative stereotype condition had rated themselves lower than those
given positive stereotypes, ratings from the Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire were separated into four
categories. As previously shown in Mann, Burnett, Radford, and Ford (1997)6, every question belonged to one of
four categories pertaining to decision-making. These categories were vigilance (Figure 1), buck-passing (Figure
2), procrastination (Figure 3), and hypervigilance (Figure 4). The averages for all four of the categories, and
genders, were calculated and are displayed within Table 1. After running a univariate ANOVA between-groups
analysis of variance we found no significant interactions between participant gender and stereotype valence on
decision making self-report. However, we did find that gender had a significant effect on hypervigilance scores
(Figure 4), F(1,92) = 10.112, p = .002. Specifically, this seems to indicate that women, on average, are more
sensitive to how they believe others perceive them than men are. While there were no significant effects found
in any other categories when considered by themselves, a one-way ANOVA between groups analysis revealed
that gender did elicit a significant main effect across categories, F(4,89) = 2.542, p = .045. Put simply, when
considering the four categories as a whole, overall, women are consistently more likely to perceive they have less
agency over making their own decisions as compared to men. To finish, another univariate ANOVA betweengroups analysis was run to see if any significant effects were to be found between researchers, of which there
were none.

Discussion

To summarize, even though our original hypothesis was not supported, the subsequent main effect of gender
that was found does shed some interesting light on the topic. Due to this, we now know that the prejudices that
pervade our culture can indeed have unintended and negative effects on the way individuals perform, especially
women. With this new information, we can infer that women may be experiencing detrimental effects when it
comes to making decisions in general. Even though hypervigilance was the only category to attain significant
results, it is important to note that women did score higher and therefore more negatively than men in the
categories that were measured. This seems to indicate that women, on average, do find themselves to be poorer
at decision making compared to men. As mentioned in Eagly and Mladinic (1994)7, such pervasive thoughts
could be a contributing factor as to why women find it harder to excel in male-dominated workplaces; they may
be experiencing much more self-doubt than men when it comes to making decisive calls. The implications of
this suggest that we as a culture need to emphasize the importance of teaching girls at a young age their opinions
matter just as much as any man’s, and that they have just as much right and capability to make important and
effective decisions as men do.
Future research into this topic is needed in order to continue to refine its findings. While it is true that our
study did not produced the results we expected, it is important to note that the measures we used did reveal
significant trends throughout the data that showed evidence for the role gender plays on decision making.
Mann, L., Burnett, P., Radford, M., & Ford, S. (1997). The Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire: An Instrument for Measuring
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Future experimenters could attempt to build off of and expand such research in order to gain a clearer insight
into what is evidently an important topic of gender biases and stereotypes.
It is important to remember that this study had participants self-report their own perceptions of their decision
making abilities; no other behavior was measured. While this information will certainly prove to be helpful,
it would be prudent to conduct a study where some type of actual decision making behavior is measured in
a controlled environment. For example, future research might exclusively study female behavior now that
we know males are not affected nearly as much by stereotypes pertaining to their own gender. In addition to
this, participants might be asked to make a series of decisions after being primed with similar stereotypes and
researchers could then measure the amount of time it takes participants to make those decisions, in order to
provide more concrete evidence on how their decision making abilities are thusly affected.
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Wishing Tree Project: Encouraging Growth in
Guerilla Art Participation through a QuasiExperiment
By Ashley Walter, Arcadia University

Overview:

During my semester studying abroad, I sought to establish two wishing trees at the University of Auckland,
New Zealand. Wishing trees are a type of interactive art installation where people can anonymously express
their goals and dreams by writing them out on a tag and then tying the tag to the branch of a tree. These
wishing trees would function as a contribution to both art and science. In terms of facilitating art, wishing
trees are considered a type of guerilla art, which is artwork that is informally installed in public spaces.
Furthermore, introducing wishing trees onto the city campus would beautify and draw attention to the
trees themselves, as well as encourage participation from those who passed by. People could read the goals
and dreams of strangers, reflect on their own wishes, and leave their personal revelations on a tag if they
so desired. In terms of facilitating science, establishing two wishing trees would provide an opportunity to
conduct a quasi-experiment that focuses on concepts in social psychology, such as injunctive norms and
descriptive norms. Injunctive norms are the expectations of what ‘should be,’ of what one thinks they ought
to be doing. On the other hand, descriptive norms are the perceptions of how people are actually acting,
of what one thinks others are doing. I hoped to observe the influence of injunctive norms on behaviors of
people on campus by posting a written notice that encourages participation in the wishing tree. Furthermore,
individuals seeing the numerous tags on the branches that indicate wishing tree participation by others would
experience descriptive norms by perceiving the actions of other people. The current study takes a different
approach than the traditional research lab and utilizes wishing trees in a public space to attract participants.
People were free to roam their typical college campus environment and behave naturally, unaware of how
they might be affected by the subtly manipulated norms of the quasi-experiment. The fact that the study was
conducted ‘in the real world’ gives it a high amount of external validity. In light of these factors, I wished to
explore the potential of guerilla art installations for testing the impact of injunctive norms and descriptive
norms outside of a lab environment.
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For the first half of the experiment, Tree 1 would start with no notice and Tree 2 would start with a notice. In the
last half of the experiment, the situations would be swapped, where Tree 1 would be given a notice and Tree 2’s
notice would be removed. I planned to manipulate the presence of the notice to test the influence of injunctive
norms on behavior. In order to test the influence of descriptive norms on behavior, I would record participation
over time. The more time that elapsed, the greater the accumulation of tags in the tree branches. It would become
more and more apparent that other people were engaging with the wishing tree, which would strengthen the
descriptive norm. At the midway point of the experiment, I would manipulate the notice/no notice situations by
swapping them out, allowing the injunctive norm conditions to be compared in the context of descriptive norms
that would increase over time. In the first two weeks of the experiment, Tree 1 would have the injunctive norm
absent (no notice) and a weak descriptive norm (few tags). Tree 1 in the last two weeks of the experiment would
have an injunctive norm present (with notice) and a strong descriptive norm (the accumulation of many tags).
On the other hand, Tree 2 would have an injunctive norm present (with notice) and a weak descriptive norm
(few tags) in first two weeks. In the last two weeks, Tree 2 would have an absent injunctive norm (no notice) and
a strong descriptive norm (the accumulation of many tags).
Conditions of the Quasi-Experiment:

I would record the amount of participation in the quasi-experiment by estimating how many tags were tied onto
the branches as wishes (initially my plan was to distinguish the tags after the midpoint by altering the marker
color for the tags, but that strategy came with complications). Instead of counting the number of tags on the
branches directly, I would record the number of tags re-stocked in the boxes during the previous night and then
count the tags left at the end of the current night to calculate the number of tags missing in the box for that day.
I would derive my measure from a simple subtraction problem of the previous night’s tags minus the remaining
tags of the current night to arrive at the number of tags missing. I presumed that the missing tags from the box
were tied onto the trees as wishes.
I had three general hypotheses for this study. First, I predicted that the participation in both trees would increase
exponentially over time. I expected that this escalation would be due to the strengthening of descriptive norms:
as more people added tags, the descriptive norm of ‘people are participating in this wishing tree’ would become
more apparent. Perceptions of how people were acting would become more obvious over time when the trees
had the time to accumulate more tags. Second, I hypothesized that the notice condition of Tree 2 would result
in the most initial participation. I expected that the notice on Tree 2 during the first two weeks of the study
would create an injunctive norm, which would influence more people to participate. However, Tree 1, which
would not have a notice during the first two weeks, would not establish this injunctive norm, and would
therefore be less likely to engage participants. Third, I predicted that Tree 1’s notice condition during the last
two weeks of the study would result in the greatest amount of participation compared to any other condition.
The presence of the notice and the accumulation of many tags would mean that Tree 1 would be characterized
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by both injunctive and descriptive norms, granting it the ability to influence behavior through two avenues: the
notice would provide explicit expectations that people should participate, and the accumulation of tags would
show that many other people have participated in this wishing tree during the earlier weeks of the study.

Method:
Materials:
• Blank tags made from twine and duct tape
• Duct-tape-covered cardboard boxes to hold tags
• Markers (red and blue on the box of Tree 1, black and green on the box of Tree 2)
• Notice adhered to the front of a box stating: “Now that you have noticed this Wishing Tree, write down a
wish and hang a tag!”
Injunctive Norm Conditions (manipulation):
• Tree 1: no notice, then notice (with previous tags still present)
• Tree 2: notice, then no notice (with previous tags still present)
Process:
• Two suitable trees were selected on the city campus of the University of Auckland, New Zealand
• Wishing trees were installed around midnight on May 3rd, 2015
• Each tree was installed with 5 marked tags tied to the branches and 33 blank tags in box with markers
(please see the first image for Photos of the Project for more information)
• Tags were recorded around midnight for two weeks, nearly every night from May 4th to May 17th
• Tags re-stocked nightly so there will be tags for participants; same number re-stocked for each tree
• Number varied night to night depending on the materials available to make blank tags (please see the
Data Set table for more information)
• Injunctive norm conditions were swapped around midnight on May 17th and the notice was moved from
Tree 2 to Tree 1
• Periodical repairs made to the boxes and periodical replacement of missing markers
Two trees were identified on campus that were transformed into wishing trees for the quasi-experiment: Tree 1
was located in a courtyard near the library entrance and Tree 2 was in a courtyard that was across the road from
a park. Both had low branches and were in locations with frequent foot traffic. Duct-tape-covered cardboard
boxes were affixed to the trunks of each tree using twine. Markers were clipped to the outside of the boxes. A
written notice was adhered to the front of Tree 2’s box during the first two weeks of the study, and then it was
removed and adhered onto Tree 1’s box during the last two weeks. Blank tags made from twine and duct tape
were placed inside the boxes. These tags were re-stocked nightly so there would be tags for participants the next
day; Tree 1 and Tree 2 each received the same number of tags every time the tags were replaced. However, the
number of tags varied depending on the materials available to make blank tags on that date. In other words, Tree
1 and Tree 2 would be re-stocked with the same number of tags as each other, but that amount would fluctuate
from night to night. Each tree was installed with 5 pre-marked tags tied to the branches and 33 blank tags in
the box. The pre-marked tags were made-up wishes intended to convey a descriptive norm to get people to
participate at the start of the experiment. The pre-made wishes were similar for each tree: for example, “I really
really want a cat!” was tied to Tree 1 and “I hope to get a pet dog!” was tied to Tree 2. As mentioned previously,
data was collected by recording the number of tags re-stocked in the boxes the previous night and then counting
the tags left at the end of the current night to calculate the number of tags missing in the box, which were
presumed to be tied onto the trees as wishes.
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Results:

Bold font indicates nights where all the tags were gone from the box (leading to the possibility of more
participation on that day if there had been more tags)
* The box was found ripped and the tags had blown through the courtyard
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Statistical Tests:
Using the data that I collected, I calculated means (M) from selected sub-categories of the data set. Comparing
these averages helped to highlight differences between conditions. Furthermore, I was able to run several
statistical tests, such as the paired samples T-test (t), which can determine if differences that occurred between
experimental conditions are correlated with a variable and do not happen just by chance occurrence. For this
study, the manipulated variable was the notice/no notice conditions and the measure for the data set was
the number of tags missing from the boxes. Making statistical calculations are important for finding out if
correlations between the manipulated variable and the measure for the data set occurred beyond chance (p < 0.05).
Over the four weeks, data suggested that 671 tags were used between the two wishing trees. Over time,
participation for both trees increased: 262 tags were used in the first two weeks of the quasi-experiment, and 409
tags were used in the last two weeks of the quasi-experiment. The mean calculated for the tags present during
the first two weeks of no notice on Tree 1 was M = 13.5, SD = 9.4. The mean calculated for the tags present
when Tree 1 had a notice in the last two weeks of the experiment was M = 23.1, SD = 12.1. The means of the two
conditions on Tree 1 were compared using a paired samples T-test, and the means differed significantly,
t (12) = 2.78, p = 0.02. The statistical test indicates that the difference in means can be attributed to something
other than chance occurrence. The mean calculated for the tags present during the first two weeks with a notice
on Tree 2 was M = 6.7, SD = 5.0. The mean calculated for the tags present in the last two weeks while there was
no notice on Tree 2 was M = 8.4, SD = 8.2. The means on Tree 2 were compared using a paired samples T-test,
and the means did not differ significantly, t (12) = 0.59, p = 0.56. In this case, the statistical test indicates that the
difference in means may in fact be due to chance. The means for conditions across both trees were M = 14.9,
SD = 12.3 for the notice conditions and M = 10.9, SD = 9.0 for the no notice conditions. The comparison
between notice and no notice conditions across both trees was calculated using a paired samples T-test and
showed that the differences were not statistically significant, but there was a trend towards significance in the
correct direction, t (25) = 1.36, p = .19. The statistical test indicates that there is a possibility that the difference in
means can be attributed to something other than chance occurrence. However, there is not very strong evidence
for this claim.
Statistical Results:
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Figures:
Number of tags recorded for Tree 1 and Tree 2 over a time period of four weeks:

Mean numbers of tags counted for each condition:

Reflection:

The wishing trees on the University of Auckland campus allowed me to create a public art installation that
consisted of details I could manipulate to test out the social psychology concepts of descriptive norms and
injunctive norms. In regards to guerilla art participation, many people wrote on tags, read the tags that were
already tied to the trees, and took photos of the trees. I witnessed people in the process of writing out their
wishes, overheard a group of students questioning and discussing the installation, and even got to see some
social media coverage of a wishing tree pop up in my newsfeed when one of my friends shared a picture of it
to Facebook. After the last day that I recorded data for the study, a group of my friends gathered around the
trees to read some of the tags. We found phone numbers, crude jokes, lonely cries for help, detailed doodles,
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and wishes written in multiple languages, including Japanese, Chinese, and Arabic. Wishes varied widely in
content: some people desired wealth and success, some people hoped to find love, and some people wanted
to make their deceased relatives proud. Some individuals even replied to other people’s wishes, jotting their
comments right on the tag. I saw a few improvised tags, including one made out of a leaf and a piece of string.
Following the study, one of my friends from another city came to visit; as part of the city campus tour I gave him,
I showed him the wishing tree so he could hang a tag. Many individuals engaged with the art installation, and
my method of data collection suggests that 671 tags were used between the two wishing trees over the course of
four weeks. My hope is that people found interacting with the wishing trees to be a meaningful experience that
prompted them to ponder the human condition, examine themselves and their environment, engage in selfexpression, and/or just play around to have fun.

In addition to the successful amount of guerilla art participation, the wishing trees also provided me with
an opportunity to test my hypotheses for my social psychology quasi-experiment. My hypothesis that
participation in both trees would increase exponentially over time (as more people add tags, descriptive norms
of participation are strengthened) was partially supported in that there was more participation for both trees in
the last two weeks of the experiment (409 tags used) than there was in the first two weeks of the experiment (262
tags used). However, participation did not appear as a curved slope and instead fluctuated greatly, indicating
that the rate of participation was more sporadic and inconsistent than predicted. Second, my hypothesis that
the notice condition of Tree 2 would result in the most initial participation (due to the injunctive influence
from the notice) was not supported by the data, since Tree 1 did not have a notice and used 175 tags in the
first two weeks while Tree 2 had a notice and used 87 tags in the first two weeks. Lastly, the data supported my
hypothesis in that the presence of both the notice and many tags in Tree 1’s notice condition (characterized by
both injunctive and descriptive norms in the last two weeks of the study) would result in the greatest increase of
subsequent participation. In this condition, Tree 1 used 300 tags, which is almost half the total number of tags
used for the whole entire experiment. There was a statistically significant difference between the mean number of
tags on Tree 1 in the first two weeks (no notice) compared to the mean number of tags on Tree 1 in the last two
weeks (with notice). In other words, the difference in means can be attributed to something other than chance
occurrence, indicating that injunctive norms and descriptive norms may have had an influence on wishing tree
engagement since they are positively correlated with increased rates of participation.
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To achieve my goal of using wishing trees as a method of testing my hypotheses, I had to be adaptable in
my research strategies and overcome multiple unforeseen obstacles. One adaptation that I had to make was
my method of data collection. Originally I planned to count the tags tied to the trees every night and switch
the marker color to indicate the new injunctive condition at the midpoint of the experiment. However, I
soon discovered that the strategy of counting the tags directly became confusing as the tags became hidden
behind branches and leaves. When the trees began to accumulate high numbers of tags it became tedious
to constantly re-count for accuracy, so I instead recorded the number of tags I re-stocked in the boxes and
would just count the tags left at the end of the night to calculate the number of tags missing from the box. I
also faced the problem of tags disappearing from the boxes faster than I could create them, which may have
led to an inaccurate recording of how many people could have potentially participated that day if there would
have been enough tags, as indicated by the Data Set table. Additionally, the whole box on Tree 1 was stolen on
the first day, including the 33 tags that had been stocked in the box. As a result, I voided the data collection for
both trees for the first day, since Tree 2 had only accumulated one tag. During the final week, the box on Tree 2
ripped, and tags were blown all over the courtyard. I tried to find as many as I could to get as close to an accurate
measure as possible. I was able to make replacements and repairs, but these events impacted my ability to collect
data. A few days before the study concluded, I missed a night of data collection due to another commitment;
however, this counterbalanced the setback of no data collection for the first day. I was also not able to control
the campus events that occurred in the proximity of the wishing trees, since wishing Tree 1 seemed to be in an
area where students met up for events, which increased foot traffic and therefore opportunities for participation.
Furthermore, I was unable to control the weather, since there were lower levels of participation on rainy days.
In addition to the limited control I had over environmental factors, I must acknowledge the drawbacks of the
design of this study. Because I was not able to randomly assign participants to the few tags/many tags and
notice/no notice conditions of the wishing trees, the study was not a true experiment. Therefore, I refer to it as
a quasi-experiment, since conducting it ‘in the real world’ came with numerous variables I could not control,
such as weather, foot traffic, repairs, etc. Because of these additional variables, I cannot make a statement that
injunctive norms or descriptive norms ‘caused’ more people to interact with the wishing trees, since other factors
may have actually influenced participation beyond my awareness. Nevertheless, I found statistically significant
correlations, which helps to add to the growing body of research on injunctive norms and descriptive norms.
The fact that this quasi-experiment was conducted outside of a lab grants it a high level of external validity, since
people were behaving naturally in their typical environment. Despite the setbacks, the design of this study could
open new avenues for researching human behavior. Participation in guerilla art installations can be an innovative
approach for data collection in the field of social psychology.

Overall, I think that my project was successful. About nine rolls of duct tape later, I made approximately 700 tags
for this project over the course of about a month. Hundreds of people participated in the guerilla art wishing
trees, and I was able to collect enough data to run a quasi-experiment and test my hypotheses, which yielded
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some statistically significant results. There were numerous setbacks, but I was able to adapt and find ways to
keep the project going. I fondly recall the semester I spent studying abroad in New Zealand, and I hope that
the wishing trees I installed on the University of Auckland campus will remain long after I have returned
home.
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